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GOING TO

SEEP

TELLING IT LIKE IT IS
...about DADpRo, the Digital Audio Delivery system that's ideal
for both Production and On- Air, whether Live Assist or
Automated. small market or large
mour

DAD

"In our pre-purchase
research. we found
that the most common
compliment paid to
competitive units was
that their technical
support staffs were
always there when the
system crashed. When
we talked with DAD
users, they hardly knew
anyone at ENCO since
their systems had never
gone down. That's the
kind of compliment I
was looking for!
DAD's segue editor
feature revolutionizes
automation. We
pre-program the
entire station, then
the talent previews and
eustomizes their breaks
to give us atotally live
feel. Plus, we simulcast
both stations and
DAD lets us easily
set up separate spot
schedules. It's major
market ready, and built
like it."
Philip Urso, GM
WDGE/WDGF,
Providence, RI

"We've had five DAD
workstations in action
for over ayear, and I
really don't know how
we could get along
without the system. It
allows all three of our
stations to present a
consistent on-air sound
and frees the talent to
concentrate more on
communicating with the
audience. We're still
finding new and
innovative ways of using
the system ayear later.
In my opinion, if you're
planning on automation,
you can't do it RIGHT
without ENCO!"
Chris Andree, Asst. PD
WWICUWYMJ/WCMB.
Hanisburg, PA

"We're anews
programming provider
and deal with alarge
number of actualities
every day. so speed in
production and getting
it down the line are
paramount. DAD
allows us to bring
information in, and
seconds later it's ready
to go. The greatest
feature is the ease of
editing and file transfer
between our four
workstations. On-air
is abreeze."
Dane Wilt
Radio News Company,
Las Vegas, NV

' \Ad), Lool. The
greatest thing about
DAD is that it acts
and thinks like acart
machine and doesn't
intimidate the talent.
We use touchscreens,
and the learning curve
is about 2-1/2 hours
before they're up
and running. From an
engineer's standpoint,
it's great because DAD
uses off-the-shelf
hardware, so maintenance is asnap."

J.R. Rogers, Asst. CE
KSON/KIFM,
San Diego, CA

"The DAD system was
on the cutting edge of
systems we looked at,
and there was some
initial reluctance to
enter the digital arena.
After having the system
in-house for amonth,
the entire production
and on-air staff felt like
they could never do
without it again. Now
our news staff has a
system of their own.
and we're getting a
third system for our
sister TV station."
Chuck Whitaker, PD
WSBT, South Bend. IN

Call your DAD dealer or ENCO
for complete information.

SYSTEMS, INC.
ENCO America, 24555 Hallwood Court,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
800-ENCOSYS (362-6797); 810-476-5711; Fax: 810-476-5712
Web Site: http://www.enco.com
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Tom Birch
Getting back into the mix of
things, Tom Birch is primed and
ready to play the ratings game
against the one and only Arbitron.
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PUBLISHE R'S NOTES

Consultant Selling is Dead

C

To reach me, write:
RADIO INK,
B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher
224 Datura Street • Suite 701
West Palm Bean, FL 33401
Phone: ( 561) 655-8778
Fax: (561) 655-693o
EMAIL: Ericrhoads@aol.com

onsultant selling was introduced
by Douglas Edwards in 1950. It
reached Radio around 1980. Over
the years we have all been exposed
to Tom Hopkins, Zig Ziglar, Tony Robbins and
many others. All very big, successful sales trainers who based their theories on what Douglas
Edwards introduced in 1950.
We've all learned the consultant sell technique. Ask questions, solve the problem, and
close. With that comes the trial close and about
300 different types of closes. It's worked for
years. The problem Isee is that every industry
in America has been trained on these techniques. As aresult, every person on the buying
side knows exactly what the techniques are and
how to render them ineffective.
Imagine yourself on asales call when you
say, "I'm not sure if we can get you on the air
let me call the office." Though they aren't saying it ( and may not know it exactly by name)
the buyer is thinking, "Oh, the old Higher Authority close." Or maybe on aFriday you say
"This is agreat opportunity, but our rates go up
on Monday, you may want to make adecision
today." In the prospect's mind it's, "Hmmm, the
Impending Doom Close."
Consultant selling had its day but Ibelieve
its day is over. Though many of the techniques
remain valid, many others should be buried forever. Selling in this environment cannot be
about manipulating people. True, we need to
listen and problem solve. True, we need to motivate them to buy. But every time asalesperson
uses these techniques on aprospect the buyer
sees right through them and begins to distrust

NCW

the person using them. There has to be abetter
way that works for today.
This week the sales and marketing side of
our industry meets in Atlanta for the annual
Radio Advertising Bureau conference. The purpose of the conference is to train managers and
SMs with techniques and information that they
can apply to their stations at home. It's usually
been effective at achieving that mission. And
though the RAB does atremendous job and
puts together agreat conference, there is still
too much of the same old stuff. One thing
you'll see at the conference is alot of people
who make their living teaching the rest of us
how to sell and how to manage our sales organizations. Most, unfortunately, will be teaching
consultant sell techniques invented in 1950.
A few sales trainers are offering some new,
leading edge techniques. Most are not. Ibelieve change is needed and that every trainer
should rise to the occasion to seek out fresh,
new techniques that are not regurgitations of
the old techniques. Ichallenge them to rise to
the opportunity to bring new life to selling of
Radio by finding anew system which, like its
predecessor consultant selling, can be the new
standard of sales in Radio. When you hear the
same old techniques being taught, ask yourself
if there is abetter way. fei

Eric Rhoads, Publisher
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The Hottest Comic Clips From Today's Hottest Comedians
plus
Incredible Classic Clips...All Pre-Edited And Ready For Air

((ibtigkowt[c (th

For information, call Joe Montione at (212) 679-3200, extension 201.

entertainment
116 1
ast 27111 Street New York, NY 101)16 Phone: ( 212) 679-3200 11R: ( 212) 679-3310
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Eliminate Carts for $ 7,000
Scott Studios' Spot Box

Boston Market
Q: No Coupon Required
Anncr: Regional
Start 4/12
:0010:29/C CM 1234 End 5/7

At last!
A commercial player that
works just like carts, but with digital
audio that sounds like compact discs.

CompUSA - Epson Co-Op
Q: 1-800-CompUSA
Anncr: P.C. Modem Start 4/20
:0111:00/C CM 2222 End 6/21

It's Scott Studios' new Spot Box. It's
the first hard disk " cart" replacement
that jocks really like!
It's easy to use: You get four Start
buttons for four recordings, just like a
quadruple deck "cart" player.

Dallas Morning News
Q: Read the News, You Know
FAnncr: Nick Anthony Start 5134
:0011:00/C CA 3333 End 9a 5/3

The Start button clearly counts down
the remaining time of each cut. Every
deck shows "bar graph" VU levels.
When a "cart" finishes, the label and
buttons turn grey to lock out
accidental re-play. It can air again with
a touch of the Replay button (at the
lower right). If there are more than
four "carts" in the set, the "on deck"
spot moves from the fifth line (at the
right of the time and date) to the grey
deck that had played. The Spot Box
can also remote start CD players.
The Manual-Auto button (at the right
of each label) lets you start each spot
manually or have the Spot Box
smoothly start the next one itself.
Automatic sequencing can also be
turned on or off globally, by categories
or shifts.

Nation's Bank
Q: 800-234-LOAN
Anncr: Jim Banks Start 711
:00/1:00/C CA 4444 End 7115

7:12:23
I
Saturday AIM

May 3, 1997

The Spots and Jingles buttons at the
lower left take you to a "Wall of Carts"
screen that shows all of your hundreds of
recordings. You can jump immediately
1 to whatever you want by touching the
first letter of its name on the large
Button alphabet at the top of that screen. Pick
and play it quickly in any "cart" deck.

On Ail

:59
min0

Actual Size

As an option, we can automatically bring logs into the Spot
Box from your traffic computer. Then, after the spot set
has finished, the Load button at the lower right
automatically brings in the next break.
You can quickly rearrange the order of any recordings
with the Up and Down Arrows.
Scott Studios' Spot Box not only sounds better than any
"carts" you've ever heard, its labels look better and are
easier to read than any " carts" you've ever seen!
You get four legible lines of useful label information:
Names, numbers, out-cues, announcers, intros, lengths,
8

0

0

7

FAX: (972) 620-8811
2

6

8

8

7

7

(800) SCOTT- 77

Move Move
Up Down

A Rep la-

MI Move
Up Down

Move 111

Here's areduced size view of Scott Studios' 5"x8%" Spot Box. You get
easy access to hundreds of commercials, jingles, sounders, comedy and
other recordings. All audio is CD quality digital from hard drives.

Each deck has aFade button. It helps if you need to fade
something out gracefully with one touch.

(972) 620-2211

tgun Jingle
Q-102
&Call Letters
Jin 2763 End TFN
(If You're Not In It For Love)
I'm Outta Here {Remix}
Shania Twain
:00daratre5544

Pause buttons can stop (and resume) playback of any cut.
During aPause, the Start button can replay that recording
from the beginning.

Start

Move
Down

endings, copy info, start and end dates and times, schedule
times, and anything else you want. Labels are even color
coded. When you have several cuts rotating as one number,
you see exact lengths. Both the name and out cue match the
exact cut that plays. The Spot Box even rotates recorded tags.
If you have several stations in one building, record each spot
only once. It's instantly playable in every desired studios' Spot
Box, without re-dubbing or retyping labels. Cuts can be
locked so they only play on designated stations or shifts.
You also get printouts showing exactly when each spot plays!
Best of all, Scott Studios' digital audio is affordable. A "fourdeck" Spot Box player storing 600 minutes in stereo starts at
$6,000. You can record and edit spots or phone calls in the air
studio during songs for only $1,000 more. A production
studio recorder-editor is $5,000, and it can even go on-the-air if
needed. 600 additional minutes of stereo storage is only $250.
Larger screens and avariety of backup options are available.
At Scott's low prices, you can afford as much storage and
redundancy as you want.
Also check out Scott Studios' Hot Box. It plays any of 62 "Hot
Keys" instantly at the touch of afinger. You get 52 sets of 62
clearly labeled Hot Keys: 3,224 digital cuts for only $5,000.
Scott Studios also offers other digital systems for satellite
formats, music on hard drive and voice track automation. Call
800-SCOTT-77 for details, or a no-obligation trial in your
station.

Scat Stadiem,

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

PEOPLE IN INK -

Museum Pieces

R

ecently there's been apotpourri
of personalities and Radio people performing, broadcasting
and just milling about at the
Museum of Television and Radio in
New York.
1 Getting executive were ( l
ri Chris
Ballew and Dave Dederer of the Presidents of the United States of America

the museum with Dick Purtan,
Al
Muskovitz and Purtan's
daughter Jackie, who dropped
in on dad while he was in New
York. 4 Getting goofy was
WQCD-FM New York's Pat Prescott (
r)

Shop to the museum.
Pictured ( 1-r)
Cantrell, Jay Sherman Godfrey and Yo
La Tengo's Georgia
Hubley's. 7 Everyone rockeu and rolled

and Ray White I iamming to the tunes
of Dave Koz Ltr 5 Some of the members of New Edition came by through the

with alive broadcast put on by WFUV-FM
featuring musician John Cale el) and joining him was non other than former Talking Head David Byrne (
r). Weird. 8 And

during aGlobal Satellite Nctwork's Modern Rock Live broadcast. 2 ( l- r) From
WPLJ-FM New York Scott Shannon and

invite of WPGC-FM Washington D.C.'s
Donnie Simpson. (
pictured are 1-r: comedian Hamburger (
no joke), New Edition's Michael Bivens, Pam Simpson,
Donnie Simpson New Edition's Johnny
Gill and Ricky Bell and WPGC's Chris

vocalist Saffron of the group Republica.
After meeting Kevin 8t Bean, Saffron

Todd Pettengill. 3 (
I- r,WOMC-FM Detroit brought their morning show team to

Paul) 6 WFMU-FM East Orange, NJ's
Laura Cantrell brought her Radio Thrift

decided to change the band's name
Liliputia

6

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

coming all the way from the West Coast
were KR0Q-FM's Kevin& Bean (
1and r)
broadcasting their show and inviting
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WH
EWA 1380
mid_
state Communications Corporation

P.O.Box 33 Franklin, TN 37064

615-791-1380

Fax 615-385-n11

November 12, 1996
Ms. Debbie Winfrey
-Regional Affili
ate Sales Manager
Prime Sports
100 East Royal Lane
Suite 100
Irving, TX 75039
Dear

Debbie,

Iwanted to take

a moment to tell you how pleased all of us at WHEW are with Prime Sp
orts.
hen we made the decision to change the station's format to all sports, we took alook atall the
sport
s networks. W e were the fi
rst all-sports stati
onin the Nashville market and could pick and
choose from everythi ngin the network marketplace. Production val
ues, talent, knowledge of

W

sports, and afeel f
or the local broadcaster were someof the key points that we demanded.
A bov eall we wanted a network t
hatcould ente rtain and not insult our listeners .The niche in the
market WHEW is trying to fill is the sports-minded male 25 to 40 and f
emale 18 to 35 years of

age.
Even thou gh you are not the largestsports network ,you have exceeded all of our demands. The
feature flow into the next. pl
enty of point
producti
on values make eachsegment an d
Even
with the flow, each
stands on its own and is easy to promote by daypart. T hereare
sto identify
in every hour and build ¡am image. You have agreat li
neupof talent that entertains the
listen ers, and even thoughthey hav e opinions, base don gre at knowle dg
e of the sport
s field, they

hour

WIIEW

never

insult acaller. Not the least factor is

your

understanding and willingnessto help t
he

affili
ate

make it all work.
Keepup the great work. It's exciting to be aPrime Sports affiliate, and maywe both
together

grow

to be the best.

Si

Ted •

son

VP/GN1
WHEW
Mid-State Communications Corp.

Call 972-402-4500 now to get
the market exclusive!

COMMENTARY

Pierre Bouvard
Newspapers' Secrets Revealed! Radio's Newest Advantage

T

he next time you hold asales
meeting at your station, post
this number on the wall:
$38.5 billion. That's what
newspapers rang up in ad revenue in
1996. For as good ayear as Radio had,
our industry posted a "mere" $ 12.3 billion in 1996. Every GM, SM and AE in
every station across the country knows
what needs to be done. If Radio is to
grow, alot of our revenue must come
from that big pot of dollars that newspapers take to the bank every week.
To get apiece of newspapers' revenue, Radio needs some real competitive intelligence. The more we know
about the strengths and weaknesses of
newspaper, the more we'll be able to
pry loose some of those dollars. It's one
thing to pitch anewspaper advertiser,
it's another to make that pitch knowing
exactly what that advertiser looks for
when she writes that fat check to the
Daily Bugle.
This week at the RAB Marketing
Leadership Conference in Atlanta, Arbitron, the RAB and Edison Media Research will unveil alandmark study of
major newspaper advertisers. We
probed to find the real decision makers,
regardless of department and title. We
asked for their evaluation of all the ad
media so that Radio can understand

information that Radio can use
to approach newspaper advertisers with
awell- honed pitch — apitch that speaks
to what really matters to the people
who write the checks to get results with
their ad campaigns.
This study is also part of Arbitron's
ongoing efforts to give Radio broadcasters more tools and information to
grow their share of the advertising pie.
Media Targeting 2000 profiled the
Radio listener as consumer and compared the time consumers spend with
newspaper, TV, cable and Radio. We're
providing local TV and newspaper
spending data at no charge to our qualitative clients. Still in the works is a
major study of media planners.
Mark you RAB calendar for Friday,
Feb. 7 at 12:30 p.m. This could be the
most valuable RAB session you've
ever attended. If you can't make it for
the session, you can call your Arbitron
representative or the RAB after the conference and ask for your copy of the
Newspaper Advertiser Perceptual Study.
Read it, share it with your sales staff, set
up asales meeting and then get ready to
unlock newspapers' hold on the lion's
share of local and national ad dollars.
mine of

how it stacks up to newspaper and the
other media competing for local and
national ad dollars.
We'll show you what major decision makers told us about the characteristics that are important to them when
choosing an advertising medium. We
asked them about overall cost, ease in
purchasing amedium, ability to get results and more. We also asked them
which media wins top spot in their
minds for key attributes like ability to
target and which media is perceived to
get the best results.
Once we established where Radio
fits into the overall marketing geography, we zeroed in on newspaper and
Radio. We focused on what these advertisers like most and least about newspapers and what they like most and
least about Radio. The study is agold

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

Pierre Bouvard is VP/GM Radio at Arbitron.
He may be reached at 212-887-1300.
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FORUM

Is There Anything New in Sales Training

SOLD!

That You Have Discovered?
Marc Rayfield GSM • KYW-AM, WPHT-AM • Philadelphia, PA

E

ach day, I see
brochures cross
my desk promising, "32,047 new
ways to motivate salespeople." "Maximize revenues in your sleep," and
"Hypnosis: The key to new business development."
Training techniques are neither
embraced nor new. Doctors and auto
mechanics go to school and so do
insurance agents. But, what about
Radio reps? We just throw them to
the wolves.

The program at KYW and WPHT
isn't sexy or new, but it is effective. In
addition to the basics, each seller must
cover news stories and participate in
editorial meetings. They are also required to work the 4 a.m. newsroom
shift and sit through countless hours
of news cycles in order to appreciate
why 31 years of around- the- clock predictability and dependability make us
an essential part of our listeners' lives.
Yet, this does not make our training program successful because there is
one thing trainers can't teach and sellers
can't learn ... passion.

Darryl Miner sales research director • KRXQ-FM, KSEG-FM, KXOA-FM •
Sacramento, CA
decisions on things like cost per point.
torytelling — On
By educating and constantly rea weekly basis,
minding our clients and salespeople
the sales staff is
given pertinent about the lifestyles and consumer
information
on
key habits of our audience, we have seen
business categories. The measurable revenue growth and improved client relationships. This apfirst priority for this inproach has also led to increased success
house system of training is to help the
salespeople get beyond the numbers with new business. Training the AEs to
and tell the story. The reason is simple use methods similar to Scarborough's
Retail Profiling Systemsm has proven to
—if the AEs can't turn the numbers into
real live consumers, you can't expect be very effective.
clients to stop basing their advertising

S

Capstar Broadcasting
Partners, R. Steven
Hicks, Chairman and
CEO, has entered into
an agreement to acquire
Community Pacific
Broadcasting Company,
L.P., David Benjamin,
CEO.
Randall E. Jeffery,
Elliot B. Evers
and
George I. Otwell
initiated the transaction.

BRIAN E. COBB
CHARLES E. GIDDENS
703-827-2727
RANDALL E. JEFFERY
RANDALL E. JEFFERY, JR.
407-295-2572
ELLIOT B. EVERS
415-391-4877
GEORGE I. OTWELL
513-769-4477
RADIO and TELEVISION
BROKERAGE • APPRAISALS

Steve McCall director of sales • WDCG-FM, WRDU-FM, WRSN-FM, WTRG-FM •
Raleigh/Durham, NC

0

ne new thing
is a larger
pool of resources — the
first element of the pool
is sheer dollars. Our four
stations have alot more
buying power to hire a sales trainer
than, possibly, one station could have
afforded before. Our stations had
worked with The Michael Corbett
Company in the past. We found his

ability to generate local, long-term revenue unparalleled. However, he was the
only outside support we were able to
provide for our people that year. With
consolidation, we are hoping to be able
to use Michael and others.
The second element of the larger
pool of resources is the power of having
30 sales executives with separate backgrounds. Each AE brings special talents
and skills to the table that can be shared
with others. à

If you would like to respond to aForum question, call Julie Ross at
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MEDIA VENTURE
PARTNERS
WASHINGTON, DC
ORLANDO • CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
Subject co F.C.C. approval

561-655-8778.
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Call it getting back on the horse,
call it looking for trouble or call it a
guy with a big set, Tom Birch has
failed at the research game once
before but that isn't going to stop
him. This fall Birch Research leaps
forward after its demise in the ' 8os
and goes up against the Goliath
known as Arbitron. With rock and
slingshot in hand, Birch is set to
jump back into the foray and see if
this time around he can do what he
couldn't do before ... survive.

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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BIOGRAPHY
A graduate of Cornell University in
1974 with a B.S. in Industrial and
Labor Relations, Tom Birch founded
Birch/Scarborough Research Corp. in
1978 to compete in the Radio audience measurement segment of the
media research industry. Between
1978 and 1988 he orchestrated a program of expansion both internally
enc through acquisitions that allowed
Birch/Scarborough to become the
rat on's second-largest Radio audience ratings firm, with revenues of
approximately $ 24 million during his
fnal year as CEO in 1990. At that time
Birch/Scerborough employed more
ban 1,200 people nationwide with
sales offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Dallas and Atlanta.
During the past six years he has
been head of several corporations
and companies Southeastern Broadcasting Company,
Emerald
Coast
Communications, Opus Media Group
and Opus Management Crop. In May
1996, revisiting familiar territory, Birch
organized Birch Research Corporation
(BRC) as a Florida corporation chartered to provide syndicated Radio
aud'ience ratings to the broadcasting
industry. The rest is yet to be seen.

industry. Ihave no doubt that Arbitron
will continue to be very strong in the
coming years. However, there is an
opportunity for us to go in and hit,
what Icall, the price- sensitive subscribers to Arbitron's service who have
renewals coming up.

INK: What kind of information do
you have that says there really is
amarket?
BIRCH: We did astudy back in September. We hired Doug Jones Research in
Atlanta. Doug and I had worked
together when he was on our technical
advisory board in the SCis when he was
the research director for Summit. He
knows the industry and both market
research and syndicated ratings. We
talked to about 75 CEOs and CFOs of
Radio groups, as well as some GMs, to
get their perception as to where things
were going in the industry. Essentially,
what we found is that the attitude
toward Arbitron is probably
ambivalent. The people we talked
to, at least, felt that the product
was fine. They didn't have any serious product problems. They
What Was IThinking?
were lukewarm on Arbitron's
INK: Are you cr-zy -lere you are
service, but there was not
tak ,ng on a big gorilla like Arbitron,
necessarily abad attitude. We
starting a new ratings service.
didn't find the kind of aniWhat's your motivation?
mosity in the industry toward
BIRCH: Fhe motivation is to make Arbitron that existed in the
money and to save money for clients. I Sips. On the other side of the
think we can have awin- win situation
coin, the Arbitron price tag
here where Radio stations can save, and was considered universally to
the aggregate industry wide, tens of be too high.
millions of dollars. In the process, Ican
While Arbitron enjoys
make aprofit. The way Iwould break agency acceptance and, certhis thing down is that we're not going tainly, industry acceptance,
to go into competition with Arbitron in
and has made great efforts to
260 markets overnight. In fact, it's not
try and address some of the
even part of my game plan to seriously service and attitude issues
challenge Arbitron's dominance in the
that the company had in the

'80s, they haven't addressed the issue of
price, which still remains the most
important, glaring problem with the
industry. So that's where we are coming
in. In our study, we posed acouple of
scenarios where acompetitor of Arbitron may come in and propose service.
We tested these ideas against our sample and, by and large, we found a
lukewarm response from GMs who
don't really have as much at stake, but a
very enthusiastic response from group
executives, who have a great deal at
stake when it comes to what kind of
money is being shelled out for audience
ratings. We think there is avery significant opportunity for us to come in and
we intend to capitalize on it.

The Price is Right
INK: Are you saying that Arbitron is
too expensive for what they are
offering, or are you saying their margins are too high?
BIRCH:They are perceived as being
too expensive and it's not hard to
see why. If you look at other commercial broadcasting systems
around the globe, none of
them pay the kind of prices
that American systems pay
for audience ratings. In
Britain, Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand, the same
types of methodological approaches are taken to generate
ratings but the price tag is significantly lower
INK: Wouldn't Arbitron say
that the reason the price is
so high is because it is so
difficult in America to get a
good response rate?
BIRCH: Ihey could say that,
but that's not the reason why

Street Soldiers saves lives
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it is so high. It's because Arbitron has
enjoyed a monopoly position for so
many years. While we were able to
stand the tide of rate hikes in the ' 80s,
when we were competing heavily
against them with Birch Radio, by and
large, Arbitron has had the opportunity
to raise rates every single year. When
you look at the rates creeping up and
up, they are now to the point that we
estimate Arbitrons gross margins to be
in excess of 50 percent.
INK: If I were Arbitron and had
Ceridian's deep pockets I would
probably say, okay, here comes a
new entry, let's drop the prices and
keep them low until this new guy
goes out of business. How will you
deal with that?
BIRCH: Ithink that's exactly what they
will do. The way Ideal with it is by taking avery conservative, almost guerrilla
type of entry strategy. By keeping our
cost down, taking great care not to rule
out markets where we are not profitable
and to grow the business in apatient
manner, we can wait them out. There is
probably less pressure on us because we
don't have apublicly traded corporate
parent requiring 15 percent year after
year in increases on earnings.
INK: But can you sustain a battle
you've already lost with a perceived
monolith that has a seemingly endless supply of cash?
BIRCH: Providing that Idon't go in and
measure markets unprofitably, which is
one of the things that ultimately led to
the economic demise of Birch Radio.
We will not make that mistake again.
The cost of maintaining acore staff to
process the data is not terribly expensive and is something that Ican afford
to do out of my own pocket, and Ican
be patient. While Iwill not wait around

forever for the business to materialize, I
certainly have enough money to sit
here for the next couple of years and
wait for it to develop.

Try and Try Again
INK: How would you respond to
the people who are saying, " Well
Birch is coming back, but it failed
once before."
BIRCH: Around '84 or ' 85, in response
to Arbitron expanding their Arbitrend
service, we began responding by getting
into their knickers in the agency world.
This is adangerous place to play for an
expanding business because agencies,
particularly national agencies, have a
voracious appetite for lots of markets.
They need to have nationwide coverage
of markets. Ideally, they need acounty
coverage study. Many national advertisers have to have that. Back then, if you
were going to be aserious player as a
major national rating service you really
had to deliver agency acceptance to
broadcasters. And to get agency acceptance you had to deliver markets.
This is what pushed us into alot of
markets where we were either thinly
supported by broadcasters or not supported at all. As aresult, Birch Radio in
the ' 80s really was out on alimb financially. We had acorporate sponsor in
VNU that was willing to support alot
of this expansion but, frankly, it was a
very risky strategy. In the end, when
the recession hit in 1990 and '
91 with
Radio stations cutting budgets, the
Birch Radio Service was hurt. Idon't
intend to do that this time.
INK: Do you think people will drop
Arbitron and take Birch in exchange,
or will they end up taking both?
BIRCH: Idon't think there is any question
that
this
is an
either/or

proposition. They are either going to
take Arbitron or Birch
INK: Is there a chance that you
might be used as a negotiation tool
with the intent of driving an Arbitron
price down?
BIRCH: Maybe. Idon't know what the
motivation will be. Certainly, it is the
prerogative of the broadcasters to do
what they want. This is not our intention and we certainly aren't hooked up
with anybody in any organized fashion
to lower Arbitron rates. We are in it to
build abusiness.

Times Have Changed
INK: In the ' 8os at Birch Radio you
were hot on the idea that diary
methodology was wrong. You promoted the Birch way (telephone
methodology) as a much better
option. Now, you're going into a
diary methodology. Are you backpedalling on your original premise
that your way was better?
BIRCH: Times have changed. The
biggest change is this time we're not
out to make history. We're out to make
money. We had afundamental dispute
with Arbitron on methodology. Idon't
think that was healthy in the end and,
probably, not healthy for Radio. We
were constantly swimming upstream.
As aresult we found ourselves constantly having to go in, prove, and then
reprove, why our estimates were actually more accurate than Arbitron's.
There is another big difference between where we are now and where we
were then and that was diary response
rates and telephone response rates were
not the same. This gap has closed a
lot and Icredit Arbitron for some of
the things they have done over the last
few years to raise their diary response
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rates. At the same time, telephone response rates have declined because of
all the telemarketing activity going on.
The end result now is there really is
only about afive to 10 point differential between telephone response rates
and diary response rates.
INK: Your products are essentially in
parity. It looks like you're saying,
"we're going to do what Arbitron is
doing, we're going to do it equally
as good and we're going to charge a
lower price." Is there any other
unique selling proposition to Birch
versus Arbitron?
BIRCH: Yes. I'll get into that in just a
little bit. First, let me put some method
to the madness of coming out with a
very, very, comparable product to Arbitron. Iwould liken our competition
with Arbitron to the competition
between MCI and AT&T. We can hang
lots of bells and whistles on the product
after we have generated the estimates,
but the most important thing we think
we can do to help broadcasters is to
make the decision an easy one without
confusing them with alot of differences
in the estimates. We have deliberately
decided to take the task of coming as
close to Arbitron estimates as we possibly can.
We will be delivering all of our
data electronically, issuing fully tabulated, processed data reports 4 times a
year on a calendar quarter basis. In
addition, we'll be including, with our
service package, a respondent based
analysis system, so that users will not
have to pay any extra fees to get down
to the respondent level of the data. We
will also enable agencies now, for the
first time ever, to average the two ratings
reports, Birch and Arbitron. You couldn't
really average telephone based estimates

with diary based estimates.
comparable methodologies,
can utilize averages, which
some stability to the buying
of Radio.

With two
an agency
will bring
and selling

INK: What about qualitative?
BIRCH: We will have limited qualitative
data available. Our plan is to offer
the same level of qualitative data that
Arbitron is proposing in their non-Scarborough markets. We will be offering
that data in all of our markets. One
other benefit we feel we are going to
bring to the party is, by lowering the
amount of money abroadcaster has to
spend on basic ratings information, it
will free up budget for investment in
more detailed qualitative data from services like Media Audit and to the extent
that Arbitron allows stations to buy
Scarborough.

The Agency Game
INK: We've talked about the stations
switching but what about the agencies? How are you going to get the
agencies to buy off of Birch?
BIRCH: This is the other component of
our decision to go with the diary
methodology. Idon't really believe we
have areal good shot at getting any
agency to switch from the Arbitron
Diary to the Birch Diary. Ithink agencies are very happy with Arbitron and
are likely to stay with Arbitron. For that
reason, by offering broadcasters aratings report that is based on the same
methodology as Arbitron, the data we
provide will be comparable and can
be used with Arbitron agencies. Now,
what may very well happen, once we
begin producing reports is that many
agencies are going to want to avail
themselves of our data so that they
can average. We will be working with

third party processors to encourage
them to add averaging capabilities to
their systems allowing agencies to make
thce comparisons.
INK: So you're saying stations could
sell with your system locally and
agencies who want to buy from
Arbitron still can without the stations suffering?
BIRCH: Exactly. lt an agency decides
they want to look at either our averages, or data, individually, or average
with Arbitron in one market, they are
not going to be looking at an entirely
different comparison base with all the
other markets that are in with Arhitron.
INK: What groups are going with
you and what markets are going to
be first?
BIRCH: We haven't signed anybody yet.
We are talking to a number of large
groups. Without revealing every aspect
of my strategy, Iwill say that we are
focused on afairly narrow range of markets. These are markets that are highly
consolidated and are occupied by major
groups who we know are sympathetic to
our cause and are likely to sign with us.
If Iwere to make aguess at this stage of
the game, we will probably be in about
half adozen markets by fall of 1997.
INK: Are you charging the agencies?

"THE YOUNGER DEMOS ARE THERE. franchise on aClass AFM in atough market
with the industry's best Easy Listening library and
CUME IS WAY UP. WE GOT
playlist service. Whatever your music format, we can
help you win, for flexibly-scheduled barter or cash.
OUR HOME RUN."
We helped this new owner establish asolid
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BIRCH: We will not be charging them
any significant fee. The agencies will be
able to sign on without any real financial hurdle to get on board.

Here and Now

SIDELINES
Leisure activities
Skiing, SCUBA diving, water sports
and reading

Recommended reading
Oh, The Places You'll Go by Dr. Suess,

What did you want to be when you
grew up?
A Radio station manager

What is your pet peeve with Radio?
As an industry, we're sometimes too

On War by Karl Van Klauswitz, Seven
provincial in our thinking and outlook.
INK: Back in the ' 8os there was a
Habits of Highly Effective People by Dr.
The most embarrassing thing that ever
movement to drop Arbitron. Today a
Steven Covey
happened in my career was ...
lot of those same people are running
Mentor or role model
While addressing the Pittsburgh Ad Club
major groups. Is it payback time?
My friend Joel Silverstein, who has
in
1988,
I publicly
enthused
BIRCH: Iwish ILould say yes, that
mastered the art of balancing personover how well Birch and Scarborough
al and business life
there is a giant anti-Arbitron movewould work " in condom" in the newly
The most interesting person you
merged entity
ment. Idon't really believe that is the
know is:
What has been your most elusive goal?
case. In fact there is anew breed of top
My wife Aurora, who continually
A life without legal fees
management that is very financially drifascinates me
Of
what
achievements in your life are
ven. Some guys at the top of companies
If you had 30 minutes to sit and
you
most
proud?
today have MBA backgrounds and have
talk with one person, whom would
My marriage and my cnildre iErica, Jescome up through finance. They are
sica and Drew ... and in business, the
you choose?
looking at how illogical it is that they're
building of Birch Radio in the ' 8os.
30 minutes with CBS founder William
paying so much money to Arbitron. I
S. Paley
As alistener, what format(s) do you like
If you could go back in time, where
don't think there is any kind of animosithe most?
Classical, Smooth Jazz All News, Oldies
would you go?
ty causing amass movement away from
Back
in
time
to
...
don't
want
to
What
advice would you give someone
Arbitron. Pure logic has it, if you now
go back in time. These are the good
who
wants
to get into Radio?
have buying power, leverage as abuyer
old days
Start
early
and at the bottom; teenagers
where in markets there are two or three
Whom did you listen to on the Radio
and college students can get in by inlarge groups in full duopoly, triopoly, or
terning or working part-time jcbs like
when you were growing up?
multiopoly mode and can get together,
research, setting up remotes, etc. Get
WABC, WFIL and WIBG by day, CKLW,
your foot in the door ... then shine!
WLS, WCFL by night
they can become monopsony buyers
and exercise against Arbitron the power
that Arbitron has exercised against the
industry for the last 30 years. Idon't
think that is being done in an emotional mode of payback. Ithink it is being
done on pure math and logic. You
shouldn't have to pay two to 2.5 percent of your gross cash revenue to Arbitron for audience ratings. It's just too
high of aprice and not necessary.
INK: Where will you get your funding for this project and do you need
it right away?
BIRCH: Well, Isearched high and low
about the nternet
for just the right investor for this. I
wanted to find someone who would not
This light hearted, one- hour, pre- produced magazine
give me ahard time if did not come in
attracts " Net Surfers" and " Newbies" with entertEining
on schedule. Somebody who wouldn't
information about the Internet.
be hitting me over the head for earning
performance, and someone who could
• FREE STATION WEB PAGE*
know me almost as well as Iknow
• FREE " Computer Magazines"*
myself, and Ifound that guy ... me.
• FREE Web Page Links!*
This is all I'm doing, other than overseeing my distant Florida Radio station
*Your station can receive these special incentves if you sign to
with my partner Ray Quinn, along with
take the show before February
1997. CALL TODAY!
afew real-estate investments with my
Contact DAVID FERDINAND
wife Aurora. This is my life. Idon't have
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Practical

HOT TIPS
Hot Quote
"During the course of your
career many people will come
to you for advice. This is
your chance to steer them
clear off the corporate speedway and — if you're skillful —
help them plow into acrowd
of innocent spectators."
Scott Adams, The Dilbert Principle

Hands-on

Selling

Tips

and

Introducing
the Future...

HOT TIPS
1) Identity the customer's
"pain" in their business
2) Learn more about their
business category
3) Surface all and every
possible solution
Have a complete list of
questions prepared —

The Meeting Game
A great customer- run
meeting hinges on three
major elements — preparation,
preparation, and preparation
as follows.
Station Tour—

Start out with atour of
your facility. Remember,
to someone from outside
your station, seeing the guy
talk in the conti ol room is
still "magic."
Pick Your People—
Include people from other
departments to sit in with
the sales staff and listen to
who they really work for.
Begin with the end in mind—
Set an agenda with aclear
purpose for the meeting.

Ideas

Visit TAPSCAN at the
RAB Exhibit Hall
or call us at l-800-TAPSCAN.
3000 Riverchase Galleria • Eighth Floor • Birmingham, AL 35244
TAPSCAN 2000 Is a trade mark of TAPSCAN

Inc

A good meeting means
that the customer does
80 percent of the talking:
Questions like:
a) Who are 25 percent of
your customers that do 75
percent of the business?
b) If you had amagic wand
and could change three
things about your business
what would you change?
c) What's the best way for a
salesperson to approach you?
Reward The Customer —
They had to take valuable
time away from their business.
Most clients actually love
doing ameeting like this and
would probably do it for free.
Some additional air time or a
small token of appreciation
might be nice. à

1997

Source: Monday Memo aMefford
Achievement System publication

NONSPOT REVENUE by Ellen Katkin

0

ne of our most visible sources of nonspot revenue is
the Rollin' Oldies Show (
ROS). This is alarge trailer

show. And since we participate in and promote about

with our logo painted on the side that entertains the

a tremendous

200

events a year, this would also give the sponsoring client
number of on-air

promotions

mentions.

crowd at many of our events with oldies music contests and

For this unique marketing opportunity the client would pay

giveaways. Currently, we subcontract the Rollin' Oldies Show

the Radio station an annual fee which would not only liqui-

for appearances which are paid for by the client who is hold-

date the cost of the ROS but also provide the station with
significant additional revenue. Gi

ing the event.
We are now offering to sell space on the ROS for one (or
more) of our clients to paint their logo on the side along with
ours. This would give the client name sponsorship of the
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Ellen Katkin is the marketing director for WBIG-FM Washington D.C.
She can be reached at 301-468-1800.
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SALES

Sales Meetings
Should be Positive,

ASales Force:

Motivating

Something Worth Striving For
by Chris Lytle

and Upbeat
by Allyson Trumper

S

ales meetings are held once a
week for about an hour or less.
They include an open discussion
for problem solving, brainstorming and
any other topics where the entire sales
staff can get involved. We also discuss
future objectives including special
promotions and creative ideas to help
generate new business. Ialso inform
salespeople of the station goals both
locally and nationally and where we are
pacing for the month, quarter and year.

There are also meetings where we
take five or six objections and come
up with quality answers from the
entire group. Salespeople write them
down and then we verbally review the
best way to overcome each objection.
Our meetings always end with "monitors." Each person monitors one
station and reports their current advertisers for the week so that everyone
knows where their clients and local
prospects are spending money. Ionly
hope that the meeting allows the
salespeople the ability to express their
ideas and opinions and that they've
learned something.à
Allyson Trumper is GM/GSM of KDONFM/KR QC-FM, Monterey/Salinas, CA.
She may be reached at 408-422-5363
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D

oes your operation have a
sales department or asales
force? There's abig difference. Recently, aGM told
me, " We have some very highly paid
salespeople who have developed extraordinary faxing skills." If your people are relying on their ability to
generate rankers and fax avails, you have
asales department. Your sales department may even be making budget. It's
the way sales departments make budgets that's worrisome.
Let's look at the behavioral differences between members of asales department and members of asales force.
If you have asales force, your people are setting the standard for how
Radio is sold in the marketplace. They
feel more in control of their billing. And
so do you. There is a sense of accountability for making budgets. There
is more selling done in the clients' offices than in the SM's office. Are you
getting the picture? Can you feel the
difference between managing asales
department and leading asales force?
If you have asales force, you won't
hear excuses like, "My agencies dried
up so Iwon't be making my budget this
month." High performance salespeople
develop contingency plans that make
them less vulnerable to the capriciousness of agencies.
Leading asales force means focusing on performance and not just billing.
Building a money machine requires
measuring and documenting what works
and building selling systems that you
can train new sellers to operate.
In asales force there is asense of
"This is the way we do it around here."
It's not aband of renegades who do it
their own way. In fact, if you have a
sales force, your top biller is also the
person you'd like your new salespeople
to emulate. That may not be true if you
have asales department.

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

Where to start
In Dartnell's 1996-97 Sales Compensation Survey, Christen P. Heide reports
that the top seven must- have selling
skills are:
1. Approach/involvement
2. Pre- call planning
3. Qualifying
4. Managing time
5. Overcoming objections
6. Closing
7. Making presentations
Focusing on those skills in that
order is agood way to develop asales
force. Stressing the need for pre- call
preparation and even devoting sales
meeting time to do it will help you set
your salespeople apart.
If you need atheme to inspire or a
vision to galvanize your troops, strive
to become the sales force in your market. While you're at it, don't just set the
standard for selling Radio or even for
selling advertising. Set the standard for
selling in your market.
Sales Departments
Call on buyers
Meet buyer's criteria
Get buys
Extraordinary faxing skills
Reactive
Easy act to follow into client's
office
Handle alist
Sales Forces
Call on decision makers
Negotiate and help set criteria
Influence decisions
Extraordinary selling skills
Proactive
Hard act to follow
Build amoney machine

Chris Lytle, president of The AdVisory
Board Inc. He may be reached at 800-2559853. E-Mail: CLytleSP@aol.com
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NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Creative Selling With Spec Spots:
An Excellent New Business Tool
by Maureen Bulley

0

ne of the best
tools for generating new business is a " Spec
Spot:" asample commercial
intended to persuade apotential client to do Radio. It's
acreative tool that must be
properly used to realize its
full potential. Here's how to
maximize the results:
1. Understand the purpose
a) The purpose of spec
creative is to bring new
business to the Radio
station. Many a writer/
producer is disappointed
when their spec spot
needs to be revised. Remind them that the
purpose is simply to
bring new business to
the station. If the new
business is signed, they
have succeeded.
b) Of equal importance is
knowing what spec creative is not intended to
do. It should never be
used as asubstitute for
good sales skills.

Be "on strategy"
Know the needs
of the client before
you begin to write.
Who are their customers? How do they
position their product? And how do they generate business? Have a full
understanding of what is
likely to press the client's hot
button, and fire away.
3. Reward the efforts of
everyone involved
Reward everyone involved: the writer, producer
and voice-over talent should
be compensated as well as
sales reps for their contribution to the successful new
business pitch. It's fair, and
it makes them more willing
to contribute in the future.
Encourage friendly competition and reward the team that
generates the most new business each quarter.
4. Put it in context
Include station aircheck
material before and after the
spot on your demo tape so
2.

the client can hear
the commercial in
context. If your station welcomes new
sponsors on- air, include that in the
aircheck too. Pitch a
promotion extension more
effectively by letting them
hear how their product will
he given away on air.
5. Assemble "category"
spec tapes:
Group good commercials together by category,
particularly if your station is
too busy to produce spec
commercials with the desired
frequency. Prepare ageneric
spec tape spotlighting automotive, lawn and garden, financial or other categories
that have performed well.
"Category" spec tapes are also
useful if your strength is with
aparticular genre of commercials, be it comedy, image or
production values. Tap into
new categories like the service sector: assemble aspec
tape of accountants, lawyers

and health professionals that
have used your station.
Compile areel of "audio
success stories", new campaigns, client campaigns and
client testimonials to underscore the power of Radio advertising. This is agreat time
of year to assemble "Category Spec Tapes." Your production department is probably
cleaning house, so it's the
perfect opportunity to audition last year's work.
6. Protect your ideas
Don't leave the tape behind. The prospect will share
it with friends and colleagues,
and you won't be there to
handle objections. Add a
verbal or written disclaimer
so the prospect understands
that you own the idea until
he buys it. Learn to recycle
good ideas until you make a
sale, and raise Radio revenue
with effective specs. à
Maureen Bulky is president of The
Radio Store. She can be reached at
1- 88 8-DO-RADIO.

MANAGING SALES

What reports do you require of your staff?
by Mike Ryan GSM, KHEY AM/FM and KPRR FM

I

look for two main reports to keep me informed of
sales activity by the individual salespeople. The
first is an avail summary sheet which is filled out
for each avail request or presentation they make. The
report is aform which gives me some basic information
about the avail; the flight dates; demo and target CPP. I
also request they include any qualitative information
which helps make acase for the station. For direct accounts, I
want to see the presentation they are making to the client.
The second report is aweekly summary. They fill out aform
which details all of the business written in the previous week. It
also gives me information on pending business for the current

18

month or at some point in the future. We review this
information in weekly one-on-one meetings and develop
strategies for closing business or to discuss their pacing
for the current month and quarter.
For new AEs who have small or inactive account lists,
Irequire adaily call report. We will meet and discuss their
activity afew times each week. The overall objective of
the reports is to keep me informed of their account activity so
that Ican help them maximize the opportunity with each of their
accounts. à
Mike Ryan is GSM, KHEY-AM/FM and KPRR-FM El Paso, TX.
He can be reached at 915-566-9301
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SUCCESS STORY

Clipper Shaves its Way into Radio:
Success for Wahl

S

ometimes television is not the answer when your
product isn't selling. What do you do? Turn to Radio
to increase your sales and achieve name recognition
with customers.
Although Wahl Clipper is well-known in the commercial arena for professional barber tools, Clipper
was not ahousehold name as far as home electric
shavers. Wahl decided to work with Ross Advertising, Inc. in Peoria, IL to change that.

WAHL®
U.S.A.

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION

Objective
Wahl wanted to develop a cost-effective
campaign that would make the most of alimited ad
budget and create retail sales.
Strategy
Ross Advertising decided that Radio would
be the best way to meet Wahl's objectives.
Specifically, Ross came up with the idea of
advertising the shaver on ABC's Paul Harvey News and Comment. At first, it appeared
as if the advertising plan was not going
to work because Harvey declined to
promote the shaver. However, he met
with Ross' team, and after the implementation of product improvements
and substantial product testing, Harvey came
on board to promote the shaver.
Implementation
Harvey endorsed the Custom Shave
System during his shows beginning in the
summer of 1995. Wahl undertook a "recency"

RESERVE YOUR MARKET

TODAY
SELL TO NEW PROSPECTS

TOMORROW
BE SOLD OUT IN

AUGUST
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THE

campaign which consisted of running one spot per week during two 26-week cycles over one year. The idea was to target
listeners all year around as opposed to just during the holiday
seasons.
According to Ross' CEO Wayne Flittner:
"Harvey's legendary ability to create mental images in his listeners' minds really
works. When he says, "My barber uses
Wahl clippers, and now that fine company has an amazing electric shaver
that matches the texture of every man's
face,' listeners get the picture ... and
act on it."
Results
The proof is in the warranty cards.
In other words, Wahl knew that Radio
was working because customers indicated on the cards that the shaver's
association with Paul Harvey and
Radio was the strongest motivating
factor in their purchasing decisions.
According to CEO Jack Wahl, buyers
at a major retail chain say that the
shaver has become their biggest seller
in its category.
And, updates on how the product
is doing in stores show that customers
often ask for "the shaver Paul Harvey
talks about on the Radio." Flittner says, "With
the consistency of our Radio program, we're
getting shelf movement in between the
holiday peaks, and we're seeing constant
product turnover and strong sales levels
throughout the year." à
Information provided by the RAB.

WILL HELP YOUR STATION:
•Compete VVith Print • Build Non- Spot Re\ enue
ncome
•Generate Up To 26 Weeks of Additional I

FOR YOUR FREE SAMPLE KIT
CALL GOWDY PRINTCRAFT TODAY

719-634-1593

"ASK ABOUT THE COMPLETE LINE OF GOWDY SPORTS GUIDES"

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

SALES PROMOTION PLANNER
BEFORE THE SHOW:

ideas you should start planning NOW

MARCH
MARCH QUICKFIr
• "Spring Cleaning Weekend" Clear out all old
CD's, T-shirts, free passes, soda, client and station items.
• " Bunny With the Money" Send a bunny mas-

•

Have a " Win'em Before You Can Buy'em"
Weekend.

APRIL

Have aticket window and open it at different
client locations before the show.

TARGET PRODUCTS

Have a pre-concert party at a restaurant and

Motorcycles; Hardware Stores; Lawn & Garden;

pass out CDs, posters, and serve special

Outdoor Furnishings; Computer Services & Sales;

drinks & snacks. Give someone front row

Recreational Vehicles; Boat Dealers; Children's &

seats & backstage passes at the party.

Infant Apparel

Host tailgate parties & pass out client products.

cot to the mall and pass out money to stores

DATES TO REMEMBER

AT THE SHOW:

tuned in to your radio station.
• " Most boring film Awards" Have listeners reg-

1

April Fool's Day

•

6

Daylight Savings Time Begins

them each ashirt to wear to the show.

ister their picks at a local video store. Create a

7

No Housework Day

Collect for the needy at the show (canned

World Health Day

goods, coats, etc.)

station list with the store as asponsor and
announce on March it, the day of the awards.
TARGET PRODUCTS
Lawn & Garden; Frozen Food Vendors; Tan Products; Paint & Hardware; Restaurants / Clubs;

5 - io

NAB Annual Convention, Las Vegas

Have aVIP section for your winners. Give

Have a secret person at the show passing

15

Tax Deadline Day

out cash to people wearing call letters.

16

Stress Awareness Day

Go to the top row seating and give away

19

Oklahoma City Bombing Anniversary

front row seats & have them call the station

zo - 26 National Volunteer Week

the next day.

23

Professional Secretaries Day

Give out concert fans at outdoor shows, and

22

Earth Day

collector patches. Have them available the

24

National Take Your Daughter to Work Day

week before at client locations.

DATES TO REMEMBER

25

Arbor Day

5 - 8 28th Country Radio Seminar
8 International Working Woman's Day

26 - 27 March of Dimes Walk America

Tuxedos/Prom Dresses; Air Conditioning; Easter
Fashions; Outdoor furniture; Automotive aftermarket

17 St. Patrick's Day
20 1st Day of Spring
24 Academy Awards

Put flyers on cars encouraging people to listen to the station to win the next day.

NATIONAL
Alcohol Awareness Month; Child Abuse Prevention
Month; Cancer Control Month

regarding legality and possible lottery.

26 End Winter Arbitron

MAKING THE MOST OF CONCERTS

27 Begin Spring Arbitron

Spring brings the concert season. There are many

30 Easter

ways to make money and receive ultimate expo-

NATIONAL
Craft Month; Frozen Food Month; American Red
Cross Month; Women's History Month

*Radio Ink assumes no responsibility for the viability of the promotions mentioned. Stations are advised to check with legal counsel

sure. Concert Survival Guide: Complete with
schedules, seating charts, maps, artist biographies,

Sales Promotion Planner is compiled by Kim Stiles,
creator of The Stiles System Radio Day Planner
She may be reached at 770-974-6590.

and station information.

COPY CLIPS

Bidal
r Sh
o

:6o Henri's Cloud Nine Bri2Shop
(sfx: Unchained Melody by the Righteous Brothers through the spot) Why bother with all the
stress and hassle of shopping for prom wear
when Henri's Cloud Nine Bridal Shop in Minerva
makes it so easy! All you have to do is stop in
to Henri's in downtown Minerva and let their
experienced, courteous and helpful sales staff
guide you through a wonderful selection of
gowns, coordinating accessories, and the perfect
jewelry to match! The memory of prom night will
last a lifetime, so why not treat it as the very
special night that it is. Henri's gowns come with
a great guarantee ... that no one else at your
school will be sold the same gown. Isn't that
worth the trip to Henri's? Guys, complete tuxedo's start at just $ 29.95 for the complete
ensemble. You'll be star attractions at your
school prom when you're perfectly put together
at Henri's — your prom night headquarters ...
Henri's has 1,000 different gowns to choose from
— there's something to complement and bring
out the best in every one. Henri's Cloud Nine
Bridal Shop, located on Market Street, in the
heart of downtown Minerva. Open Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday 9-9; Tuesday, Friday
and Saturday 9-5 and Sundays 1-5.
Madde Berro, WZKL-FM/WDPN-AM
Alliance, OH

Auto Dealer

:6o Interstate Ford
(Characters: two sexy ladies) Lady a: Well, here
we are. Ready? Lady 2: Am Iever! Lady 1: Let's
go! (sfx: car door shutting) Lady 2: I can't
believe we're doing this! Lady a: Oh, my ... look
at this one! Lady 2: MMM
MMM
MMM
just look at that gorgeous body! Lady a: W000!
Should Itouch it? Lady 2: Go ahead! Lady 1:
W000! This one's mine! You're coming home with
me! (sfx: music under) Anncr: Ladies, Interstate
Ford welcomes you to browse their lot anytime
— with or without the men. Right now, don't
miss Interstate Ford's 4th Annual Great American
Ford Sales Event! Take advantage of $ 1,000
rebates or financing as low as 2.9 percent APR.
Get a $ 1,5oo rebate on the Ford Bronco. Check
out the Ford Taurus — the number- one selling
car in America. Interstate Ford offers a wide
selection of pre-owned cars and trucks, too!
And, when it comes to your final decision, Interstate
Ford
guarantees
total satisfaction.
Interstate Ford ... Exit ao off I-81, Shippenburg
the best little Ford house in the valley.
Jeff Wine, WCHA-AM/WIKZ-FM
Chambersburg, PA

RADIO
INK.
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Bagel Store

:6o Caro ina Bagel Company
Vc. 1: Oh boy, Ithink it's finally happened. Vc. 2:
What's happened? Vc. 1: I've become so bored
with my choices for lunch ... Idon't think Iwant
to eat anymore. Vc. 2: You don't want to eat
(incredulous)? I'll alert the media! Bagel Man:
Excuse me ... did you say you were tired of fast
food and boring lunch menus? Vc. a: Yes, Idid ...
but who are you and why are you standing here
in tights with a big " B" on your chest? Bagel
Man: Well ... ugh ... this is my costume ... I'm
Bagel Man!! Vc.
Ican see you're a big ol' man
... but why the cape ... handsome? Bagel Man:
No, that's " Bagel Man" from Carolina Bagel Cornpany. Vc. 2: Oh, Bagels! Ilove Bagels ... Bagel
Man: That's why I'm here ... strange visitor from
another planet who's corne to the South to
spread the word about delicious and healthy
bagels. Vc. 2: From another planet, huh? The
license plate on your bagel mobile says Bagel
Man, New York. Bagel Man: For lunch ... for
breakfast ... okay, for dinner ... from plain to
whole wheat ... blueberry to chocolate chip ...
Carolina Bagel Company serves only New York
style, boiled hearth baked bagels .. they even
have handmade Bee-A- Lees. Vc. 1: Okay, you've
convinced me Bagel Man ... take me there! Bagel
Man: Well, Carolina Bagel Company is just over
there at 2435 East North Street ... In the North
Hills Shopping Center ... You could drive there in
acouple of minutes ... because I've got to run ...
to tell more people about Carolina Bagel Company ... everything tastes better on a bagel!!! (sfx:
whoosh ... )
Stephanie Pedrick, WFBC-AM/FM
Greenville, SC
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Q: What
advantages
are there in
programming
multiple
stations in
asingle
market?

ve°P`s

formats you don't want to
cannibalize yourself.
Another important issue
is the support infrastructure.
If one person is programming
multiple stations they need
outstanding assistants for
administrative and promotional details.

°..

PI
MANAGERS

Steve Gibbons
-If

Buddy Van Arsdale

Ineed to reach managers, Igo to

Radio Ink with my advertising. Radio

WJDS-AM, WMSI-FM, WKTF-

Ink cares about the industry and is a

FM, WJDX-FM, WSTZ-FM,
Jackson, MS

Now unless
there is aformidable, direct, format
competitor
coming at one
of our stations
there is no need to "mass appeal" the music list beyond
the target or overspend on
promotion. Ialso think that
researching and understanding the individual lifestyles
of each format gives aclearer picture of the whole market and how each station fits
into that whole. If aclient
wants to do asales promotion on each of our stations,
the promotions director can
write aproposal of several
different ideas and have the
client pick one for each station, instead of doing five
separate meetings and five
separate proposals.

POSITIVE FORCE Iwant ta
support. Managers and owners read Radio Ink so
that's where you'll find my advertising."
Mel Karmazin
President and C.E.O.
Infinity Broadcasting Corporation

RADIO
tac
Radio's Premier Management & Marketing Magazine
David Wood
WFMS-FM
I
idianapolis, IN

Iprogrammed
two Baltimore
stations for two
years (WOCT
N1/WMX) and
if your stations are variations of the same format, the
largest advantage is keeping

each station out of the way
of the other one. Idon't think
having one PD for both stations is aprerequisite for having
multiple
stations
compliment each other.
However, someone needs to
be responsible for making
sure the stations are all fitting together in the strategic
puzzle. If you have two stations of the same or similar

If you would like to respond to aPD Forum question, call Julie Ross at
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Des Moines Radio Group
Des Moines, Iowa
much of
being a PD
is all about
knowing
what's coming
up and preparing for it.
Daily warm-ups ( physical
and mental) will help you
keep your head in times of
chaos. Timing ;Do you believe
you can do it? Obstacles: Is
equipment in-house?, Are liners correct? The list of obstacles can be quite lengthy.
Pace: Work on adaily "to do"
list as you work on afuture
"to do" list. Pace also means
having checklists for programming, sales and engineers. And plan.
Get good people/staff/
talent. Focus everyday. If you
do it right, you'll create an
energy around you as you
take on the second station. Be
excited and your staff will
pick up on your excitement.
The real advantage is ... it will
make you abetter PD. à
So

561-6 55-8 778.
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PROGRAMMING FOR MANAGEMENT -

Essential CoreTM
What Is It?
by Rill Richards

E

ssential Core is
determined by
addressing
"what is essential to your radio station's
core." Increasingly stations are focusing on the
importance of " Pl" listeners. First preference or P1 listeners are those who listen the most to a particular Radio
station. First preference listeners contribute asignificant amount of average
quarter hour ( AQH) audience. This is nothing
new, of course,
but sta-

•

tions continue to
struggle with this
over and over again
The " 36/72" Rule.
According to an
analysis of almost 200,000
Arbitron diaries conducted by The Research Director, Pis
exhibit the 36/72 rule,
where Pis represent
36 percent of atypical
station's cume and
generate 72 percent of
it's AQH.
According to another Arbitron
analysis company, Rating Point Management, Pis ,Time Spent Listening
(TSL) are usually 14 or more hours per
week, towering over P2 weekly TSL
(five to six hours per week). No wonder why many feel the P1 listeners are
important for inclusion in music library

22

tests, call- outs and marketing plans.
When you think about it, stations often
get no more than 50 percent of their
Pis into amusic test for fear of appealing to ashrinking core.
Consider that the P2/P3 " 43/24"
rule states that typically they ( P2/P35)
represent 43 percent of the cume but
only 24 percent of the AQH. Listeners who are typically fourth preference
or higher ( P4+) represent 21 percent of
atypical station's cume and only four
percent of the AQH.
In this day and age of
increasingly fragmenting
markets, successful
stations understand
what their Essential
Core is. You must stand
for something in competitive markets. You must have
an appeal that can generate a
healthy cume and then
give that cume the product that they come to you for.
Of course knowing what
that is can often be difficult.
Many stations change
PDs or GMs who
put their own nuances on the
product. When
that happens
(which it often
does) the product can get off
track very quickly.
For someone coming
in after some years of this,
it's no wonder that it can be difficult
to sort it all out.
Focus on what is the Essential Core
of your Radio station. When you do
call- out or auditorium tests look to
see what musical styles test the best.
In focus groups listen to what listeners say in the pasttense ... "They used
to be better when they played more

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

SOU NDBITES

Who's Listening?

You
might
think
everything is fairly predictable when it comes to
guessing who's listening to the
Radio and when. But statistics
from Duncan's American Radio
show just how unpredictable it is
with last year's statistics for markets with the highest and lowest
percentages of FM listening. You
might be surprised

Highest
1. Evansville
92.79
2. Greenville- New Bern 91.65
3. Terre Haute
91.32
4. Norfolk-Virginia Beach 90.95
5. Wilmington, NC
90.87
6. Salisbury- Ocean City
7. Columbia, SC
90.35
8. Tallahassee
90.15
Lowest
1. Santa Rosa
2. San Francisco
3. Stockton
4. Fargo- Moorhead
5. Bridgeport
6. New haven
7. Boston
8. Memphis
9. Duluth-Superior

66.08
66.18
67.03
67.42

68.95

69.02
69.29

69.69
69.85

*FM share of total listed listening,
12+ metro average quarter hour.
Mon- Sun 6a.m.-Midnight.

Rock music."
Look at your TSL and Turnover Ratios. If there's trouble there, that tells
you that you're doing something wrong.
Especially when you consider the 36/72
rule, you've got to realize what you are
doing is wrong. And if you don't you're
in the wrong business.
Certainly this is easier said than
done, but it seems that many stations
avoid the obvious. Comments like "That
can't be us, we're not adance station,"
or "We've got to play more oldies to
attract the 25-54," can be devastating.
The Essential Core of your Radio
station is just that - essential. à
BM Richards is president of Bill Richards
Radio Consulting. He may be reached at
407-292-4424
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TALK RADIO

Talk Radio's Secret Weapon
for Sales:
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The personality live copy sell
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by Valerie Geller
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ow do you
sell if you
don't have
top ratings?
How do you make budget in the slow months?
These are the issues that
pervade real life on the Radio. The
answer is to make the spots great.
News/Talk offers unparalleled sales
results and opportunities because of
how deeply listeners hear the station.
And it achieves this by the oneto-one relationship that the audience
feels with the talent and the station
through methods like: painting word
pictures ; thinking and speaking visually ; telling the truth ; being astoryteller ;and personalizing.
Keep the message clever and to the
point, and never be boring.
Some of the most effective spots
are ad-libbed or " live copy?" Give
the host afact sheet or commercial
"platform," then he/she highlights what
is best about the product or service
being advertised.
A talent with good storytelling
skills can uniquely work their own personal experience into the sell. Some
loyal listeners proudly boast collections
of products talked about by Paul Harvey. Howard Stern's sponsors pay
enormous rates for his live spots. Snapple Ice Tea, among other products, is on
the map thanks to Rush Limbaugh and
Howard Stern's personal sell and live
copy spots.
Make The Spot Feel Like
The Program
Once Howard Stern did alive spot
for a life insurance company. He
advised male heads of households not
to buy too much of this life insurance.
He explained, after you die, your wife's
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new boyfriend will convince her to give
him the insurance money to start amail
order business, which will subsequently
fail, and then without your insurance
money, your children will starve or
I.
wind up on the streets as teenage hookers. The moral? You need the product,
but not too much. It was fun, got people talking and sold insurance.
Know Thy Product
Encourage the host to try the
restaurant, drive the the car, get the
skylight installers to put one in, use the
shampoo. Don't endorse aproduct you
don't know and don't endorse aproduct
you don't like.
Encourage talent to ask about the
product, including possible flaws or
problems. Taking the talent along to
meet the client can often close asale.
If a spot doesn't work one way,
change the approach. They can and
should be as informative and entertaining as the rest of the show.
lips for Live Copy
•Be credible, convey personal enthusiasm
• Include a brief interview with the
client in your live spot
• Endorse only one product in each
advertising category
•The business should be locally owned
•
or accountable to the local community
• Follow up on any complaints with
your listeners
•Check with your client. Are the spots
working for him/her?
Done right, live spots can be a
goldmine.
Valerie Geller is ainterntational News (Talk
consultant and author of "Creating Powerful
Radio" A Communicator's Handbook.
She can be reached at 212-580-3385,
E-Mail vgeller@aol.com,
Internet http://www.gellermedia.com
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KABC-AM Los Angeles
Talk
http://kabctalkradio.com
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Smooth Jazz
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KAJZ-FM Austin
Smooth Jazz
http://www.lbj.com/jazz/jazz.html

WAVE- FM Myrtle Beach, SC
Classic Rock
http://carolinacommerce.com/waveio4

WBEE-FM Rochester, NY
Country
http://www.wbee.com
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Sales Vs Programming
Cats And Dogs Forever?

/

A

A

A

A
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fIasked you to answer the
question, "Why do sales
and programming fight?"
my guess is that alot of
you would answer one of two
ways. The first group would
LINDSAY WOOD DAVIS demand, "They damn well
better not at my stations ; I
won't stand for it." The second group would
throw up their hands and say, " Idon't know,
Iguess they just naturally don't like each
other, kinda like cats and dogs."
QUICKREAD
It's atruism of our business that sales and
programming
often don't get along. This diIt's atruism of our
chotomy may almost be as old as Radio itself
business that sales
but the ramifications of the Telecom Act
and programming often
don't get along.
could make this problem much worse. If you
have conflict at an AM/FM combo think how
There are three basic
types of organizations,
those difficulties could grow geometrically at
pooled, sequential
afive or six- station multioply.
and recirprocal.
The term that defines how people work
Awell run station has
together is "interdependence." Those who
ahigh level of internal
study interdependence in organizations have
communication, lots of
found that there are only three different
cross departmental
types of organizations. And if you can undermeetings and loads
stand how each of these types works, both inof teamwork.
ternally and in relation with the other
Once you've absorbed
two, you'll quickly be able to start to use this
the concept of how different departments work, information to help your stations run more
you can start implement- smoothly, no matter how few or many
ing the strategies and
stations you have.
mechanisms to help
each work with more
Pooled
efficiency and success.
In apooled organization each unit stands
alone with little need
for communication between units like McDonald's for example. There
is little reason for one
McDonald's
to talk to another. What is
necessary is a
lot of communication between each
unit and its
headquar-

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

ters. There has to be standardization, strict
rules and well defined procedures.
Sequential
This is an assembly line like aToyota
plant. Things must be done in order. Coordination is vital and comes from plans, schedules
and feedback. Your traffic and production departments are sequential organizations.
Reciprocal
It, an organization where communication is back and forth. Textbooks often use a
hospital emergency room as agood example.
The needs are ahigh level of communication,
mutual adjustment, cross- departmental meetings and teamwork. Your sales department is a
reciprocal organization.
A Happy Medium
The problem is that there are basic conflicts between the needs of one type of organization and another. The saving grace is that
aradio station as awhole is aclassic reciprocal
organization. A well run station has ahigh
level of internal communication, lots of cross
departmental meetings and loads of teamwork. The fact that one part of an organization has a different structure than another
does not mean that it's wrong or has to be
changed. That's the purpose of the Reciprocal
organization ; it's function is to enable different parts of an organization, even those
with conflicting structures and needs to
work together.
Once you've absorbed
the concept of how different
departments work, you
can start implement,
ing the strategies and
mechanisms to help
each work with more efficiency and success. ei
Lindsay Wood Davis is the VP
of The AdVisoty Board/Chris
Lytle and Associates in Madison, WI. He may be reached
at 800-255-9853
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RESEARCH

Researching The Advertiser:
Radio's Most Critical Asset

uy

JOE

QUICKREAD
A An asset without which
the industry would not
exist. What is this asset?
The advertiser (or
customer).
A The Radio industry
spends virtually nothing
to research the advertiser.
A Radio knows very little
about what the advertisers want from the stations
they advertise on, why
they advertise (specifically)
and why they choose the
stations they advertise on.
A Stations need to start
managing Customer Satisfaction today, but you
can't manage it until you
start measuring it.

ou can't manage
what you can't
(or don't) measure." This is
one of the most widely accepted precepts of Peter
HESLETT Drucker's management philosophy. And yet the Radio industry virtually ignores, arguably its most
critical asset. Radio has no standard of measurement or management of this asset. An
asset without which the industry would not
exist. What is this asset? The advertiser ( or
customer).
Ask agroup of GMs or owners to list
their station's most important assets and you
will get responses like 1) morning show talent, 2) signal strength, 3) audience share and
somewhere down the list someone will eventually mention the advertisers.
In reality, aRadio station has only two
things that give it value: listeners and advertisers. And Radio knows very little about
what the advertisers want from the stations
they advertise on, why they advertise ( specifically) and why they choose the stations they
advertise on.
Is the experience of advertising on your
Radio station acompletely satisfying one for
your customers? By completely satisfying I
mean from the opening sales call to the signing of contract to the logging and airing of
the spots to receipt of the statement from
your billing department. Is the experience
satisfying to the point that the advertiser
wants to repeat it over and over again?

Customer Satisfaction Research has become the benchmark for many industries
including auto sales, hotels, cruise lines, airlines and restaurants. Customer Satisfaction
Research has yet to take off with Radio stations in the US however, Jason Jennings introduced the concept of measuring the
Customer Satisfaction Index ( CSI) to his
Radio clients in New Zealand and Australia
three years ago. Now, Jennings says the
Quarterly CSI is considered to be equally as
important as the Quarterly Audience Ratings
for those stations.
What is your station's CSI? While agood
CSI would be 90 percent or better, astation's
first Customer Satisfaction Index is likely to
be around 65 percent or less. Most find their
first report disappointing, but the only way to
improve your CSI is to know your CSI.
There has been alot of talk about Customer Satisfaction Research for Radio. In
today's rapidly consolidating Radio industry,
six or seven groups will own 75-80 percent of
the stations in agiven market. Eventually, the
top group of stations will be separated from
the bottom group of stations in amarket by a
handful of share points. Something other
than ratings will sway advertisers' decisions
one way or the other and that something
will be Customer Satisfaction. Stations need
to start managing Customer Satisfaction
today, but you can't manage it until you start
measuring it. tà
Joe Heslett is CEO/chairman of Marketing Research
Partners. He may be reached at 800-359-6774

STOP PAYING RIDICULOUS SPOT PRICES!

3

custom television commercials for your radio station,
shot in your market, for If

Call Doug Cooper for afree demo tape

DO
plus travel exp, -

KVI
570
Mir
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PKODUCTIONS

INC.

1809 7th Avenue • 609 Tower Building
Seattle, WA 98101 • ( 206)621-9019
Fax (
206) 223-0119 Email: Doug@mall.ssadv.com

SPECIAL REPORT

1
0
41AT'S IT ALI_ Al3OUT?
The following illustrations help to identity what new business development
(NBD) really encompasses and how it works. Those who pursue it are true pioneers
of opportunity. NBD is high- risk, high- yield. Lots of rejection. Lots of obstacles.
You can be creative. You can be a "free- radical" within the sales organization. You're
almost employed as an advocate for the manufacturing community. Having apulse
on everything the Radio station is doing can be profitable. Promotions is sending
out amailer next quarter, can you sell that to Fidelity? Rolling out aloyalty marketing program? You may want that for aNBD promotion your planning for the travel
industry with American Express Travelers Checks, American Tourister, and US Air.
No matter what the Radio station is planning to do, you can find arevenue opportunity, and not just amedia-buy value-added opportunity. Imean anew business opportunity. This is why Istrongly urge stations to consider their NBD director as a
department head and be present in all
station management meetings. In short,
realizing revenue from these type of opportunities depends totally on internal
support and time to execute.

e

CASE HISTORY # 1
In 1
992, anew venue opened
as aone month Halloween
attraction in the Boston area.
The Radio station Iwas at received amedia buy of $ 5,000
plus a trade for tickets of
about $ 3,000. There were
about seven stations on the
buy. Each station was asked to create
apromotion and be on- site during one
evening. Radio stations would show up
and of course those stations with vendor training and know-how brought
along third parties like candy, juice, lip
balm, etc. We created aspecial sales division called The Partnership and negotiated to bring the event under
contract for the following year where
we would exclusively sell sponsorships
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or the venue. Now instead of KODAK film getting five Radio stations selling
asponsorship opportunity only The Partnership could essentially third party sell
the event.
The advantage to the manufacturer was that they could be assured of exclusivity and not overpay for their program. The advantage to the venue was that we
provided arevenue- sharing option in the contract of 15 percent on the net revenue. This amounted to nothing more than an agency commission on the media
portion? We sponsored hayride wagons with signage just like the Zamboni at an
ice rink. The ticket booths had signage when you arrived and goodie bags with
product along with sampling of ice cream, juice, even chicken breast. Label redemptions for major sponsors. Banks of tickets for merchandising to the trade, VIP
buffets set-up for hospitality and we even found asponsorship for 4-C Foods who
provided all the parmesan cheese for
the meals.
The cost of sale was 37 percent.
The net revenue to the station was
$90,000 for one month. Not bad for a
country station with a 2.4, 12+. This
program was asignificant step in creating anew type of partnership between
client and Radio station. First there was
the 15 percent "event rights fee" paid to
the client for the exclusive on selling
sponsorship programs. This represented
apayment of about $ 17,000. If you look
at what the client was averaging for a
schedule on their Radio stations, it was
about $ 5,000 each. So our partnership
actually helped defray operating expenses by covering the media schedules
of about three other stations. This type
of program also heralded in the concept
of developing avendor program away
from point of sale and putting focus on
event exposure as the primary element
with various sales overlays that could
include some trade participation like
register- to- win your exclusive hayride at
display and sharing media as 30/30's to
drive the promotion.
While it sounds wonderful it was a
promotional nightmare. Thank God for
interns and for salespeople who were
willing to put in one evening aweek for
an entire month to facilitate all that we
promised. But the bottom line, despite
all the headaches, was a net gain of
$85,000 over previous year's revenue.
This case history alone is why many stations can't make vendor work. Because if
it doesn't fit nicely into how we are internally set-up, then you find yourself a
salmon swimming upstream.
281>

Shane Media
does Market
Analysis for
our group.
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CASE HISTORY # 2

They're our
programming
consultants.

They conduct
our perceptual
research.

•The sales staff
doesn't think
about
Shane Media's
work.
Shouldn't
have to.
•Our job
is to make
your product
valuable.

Hershey Pasta, the makers of
RONZONI PASTA was new to Boston
around 1990. A station in Cincinnati
just ran an essay contest for school children for Campbell's Soup. Icalled the
station spoke to the AE, received acopy
of the proposal, modified it and presented it to the Boston School Department Curriculum Committee. They
agreed to make the essay contest apart
of the curriculum for third, fourth, and
fifth graders. RONZONI saw it as the
perfect vehicle to enlist trade support
for aworthwhile education project.
They spent $ 45,000 for aone month
program which they have renewed each
year since. The station has changed,
the format has changed, and the ownership has changed, but the program
continues? The significance behind this
type of cause- related new business program is that it shows how resilient the
money is over time and through so
many changes.
With programs like the RONZONI
ESSAY CONTEST you can expect a
yearly carry-over ( or renewals) of about
20 percent, which would leave you with
80 percent to find new each year. It is
for this reason that you need adirector for the department or staff whose
function is targeted to the creation of
opportunity. Opportunity + Effort =
Revenue. The program was recreated
each year so that the opportunity for
RONZONI didn't stagnate. Each year
the essay had adifferent topic. One
year it was for third, fourth, and fifth
graders, another year for just seventh
and eighth graders.

HOW 130ES IT WORK?

SHANE MEDIA
(71 3) 952-9221
Radio Programming
and Research
www.shanemedia.com
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Don't we all wish one special report could give us aroad map to all this
available and fluid money. It stays fluid
until committed either by alocal manufacturer sales representative, or aregional office, or the brand manager at
corporate or apromotion house work-

To subscnbe call 1•800-6103771

ing on behalf of the brand. There are
many new players to call on today, and
many of the new categories don't follow the traditional internal structure.
A good place to start when trying to
understand how it all works is the RAB
itself. About two years ago, they published anew business development information kit with several pamphlets
on key topics. There is, however, abasic
premise on how money becomes available and then how it can be spent
against expected revenue.
A product with 50 percent or higher ACV ( all commodities volume) will
have enough distribution in your marketplace to qualify in terms of generating case allowances for apromotional
program that you could create and execute to ultimately deliver alift in sales.
Not every product is looking for alift in
sales though. Some may simply want to
provide alocal spin on anational promotion. Others may be the sponsor of
an event like Special Olympics and will
look to enhance the existing investment
with some additional promotion. And
still others may just need to establish
some good public relations. How many
of you have submitted your ethnic-community opportunities to Texaco?

N131) SPEAK
Understanding the language is crucial to making this type of selling work
for you. If you don't know how to position your program features into benefits
for the manufacturer, then selling a
Radio schedule is what will end up being
the reason for your visit, and that isn't
what your selling. At the very least, you
should be familiar with the products'
pay- out. This is the ratio of revenue to
expense and is crucial to asales representative who's budget for case movement programs is designed to deliver a
certain goal. Normally Isee pay- outs of
5:1, 8:1 and 10:1. So for a 10:1 pay-out
with aprogram costing $20,000, the program has to deliver $200,000 in sales.
This formula alone is what largely determines how you structure your programs.
Do Ihave one sponsor or 10? Can the
program support 10, each paying $2,000
with apay- out of $20,000 each? This is
more saleable than finding one sponsor
to come to the table with $20 ,000• 31
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REVENUE

The Largest
Non-Traditional Revenue
Development Consulting
Company

DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS

Improving Non-Traditional Revenue for
Radio Stations Nationwide
•Market Exclusive Client Consultation
•Personalized Training Seminars
•The University of Vendor Sales gy.eepw4ey4.4e4.a.
"RDS is apivotal extension of our local
sales departments and plays an integral part
of the branding of ARS and it's clientfocused service to it's clients."
— Dave Pearlman
COO, American Radio Systems

"We started working with RDS in June and
have already billed more NTR in first
quarter than we did all of '96. RDS is very
nurturing while retaining accountability to
both reps and station."
— Bryce Phillipy
GSM, KUBE-Seattle

"I've had the pleasure of working with RDS in
two different markets and have seen vendor/new
business grow very consistently thanks to RDS'
input and expertise. In Harrisburg we surpassed
our goal in the first year and are on our way to
beating our '97 goal already."
— Boyd Arnold
Group General Manager, Dame Media-Harrisburg

"There is no greater goal than developing new
business. There is no greater resource than RDS."
— Chuck Hillier
VP/General Manager, Q- 101-Chicago

For Information Call
Revenue Development Systems

(617) 424-8718
PO Box 92, Boston, MA 02113
Kathryn Biddy Maguire, President

T
UNE- IN TO NAB...YOUR R
ADIO C
ONNECTION.
With all the changes the radio industry is going through — deregulation, consolidation, new technologies —
how can you survive? And thrive? You can start by attending two can't-miss events. Both sponsored by NAB
andfilled with the tools you need to successfully navigate this new era.

Coerences: April 5 & 6-10, 1997
Exhibits: April 7-10, 1997
Las Vegas, Nevada USA

September 17-20, 1997
Morial Convention Center
New Orleans, Louisiana

When it comes to radio, NAB'97 really pours it on. With two
targeted Radio/Audio Pavilions, NAB'97 is setting the pace of
convergence. At NAB'97, you'll:

This event is amagnet for the best and brightest who are leading the
industry into the 21st century. So, come to New Orleans in

✓ See the hottest new technologies, products and services for
radio broadcasting and audio production; plus explore the
latest innovations for satellite communication,
telecommunications, multimedia and the Internet.

✓ Learn from radio's leading managers in dozens of interactive and
idea generating sessions.

September and get ready to super-charge your business:

✓ Sharpen your edge in sessions on management, programming
and production, as well as in the Radio Advertising Bureau's Sales
&Marketing program.

✓ Learn tools and techniques to succeed at the NAB Radio
Management Conference and RAB Sales and Marketing
Conference plus have full access to 10 additional conferences
covering topics like law & regulation, satellite
communication, the Internet and more.

✓ Hone your skills in NAB's new Engineering Certification Program.

V Network with thousands of your colleagues
and rub elbows with industry leaders at dozens
of special events.

✓ Network at the one event that's awho's who of radio.
The MB Radio Show. It's ahot bed of ideas, opportunities. and
entertainment. Ifyou're aradio professional, this is the one
event you can't afford to miss!

NAB'97. Everything you need to
compete in the world of
convergence.

1,..Register on the Web!

✓ Meet nearly 200 suppliers of Radio/Audio technologies,
products and services, follow up on your NAB'97 contacts
and wrap up end-of-year purchases.

Win afree hotel stay in New Orleans'
Check our website for details.
Check our website at www.nab.org/conventions/

for all the latest information on NAB'97 and The 1997 NAB Radio Show conferences, exhibitors, registration and housing.

For more information, complete this form and fax to: (
202)429-5343
Please send me information on NABS7 Cl Attending l=1 Exhibiting

RI

Areas of interest «,beck all Mat apply): Li Radio/Audio CI Television/Video/Filin 0 Multimedia J Internet/Intranet CI Telecommunications Li Satellite
Name
Company
Address
City
Phone

Title
Call Letters 11111
State
Fax

Ll AM 0 FM CI TV

Zip(Postal Code)

Country
E-Mail Address

For up-to-the-minute registration, exhibitor and program details:
•Visit the NAB Website at uww.nab.org/conventions/
•Call the NAB Fax-On-Demand Service at (301)216-1847 from the touch-tone handset of your fax machine and follow the voice instructions.
•Or for information on attending, call (800)342-2460 or (202)775-4970. For information on exhibiting call (800)NAB-EXPO or (202)775-4988.
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quickly becoming adominant area of
revenue in the new business area and
IEG are the professionals on this topic.

WHAT'S GOING ON?
You must also understand the word
leverage. If your program has many
elements that are " leveragable" by the
manufacturer, you will succeed more
often and increase your renewals more
regularly. The problem with leverage,
is that you usually need elements that
cost money. Do you present aprogram
at $ 20,000 with only the media as leverage ( like 30/30's) with no cost of sale
(guaranteed to make any GM or GSM
happy) or do you present and subsequently sell the same $ 20,000 program
with additional elements like in-store
point of purchase, trade incentives like
sports tickets, etc, with acost of sale
of 20 percent leaving only $ 16,000.
This dilemma defines the internal struggle taking place at Radio stations
everywhere. If you have leveragable elements, you will increase your chance
of asale. If your proposal includes leveragable elements with amedia schedule
that is equal to the investment of the
package, then you are selling agross
package with ahigh cost of sale.
Old school dictated that new business programs could sell high rates and
therefore cover your costs. New school
has the manufacturer reviewing your
program with an agency, buying service, or promotion house and evaluating the efficiency of the schedule.
Therefore, your proposals should use
the value itemization method, where a
$20,000 program includes ; $ 1,000 for
POP, $ 1,000 for special VIP hospitality,
$1,000 for sweepstakes prizes ; $ 3,000
for on- air promotional value, and a
$17,000 media schedule. Each of these
elements should be highlighted with
their respective values. Your gross now
includes what is referred to as "passthrough" money for expenses which are
needed to make the program not only
turnkey, but acceptable to both the
manufacturer and station management.
When you get involved with events and
you begin to value venue signage, and
event exposure, Istrongly suggest you
join the International Events Group
(IEG) in Chicago. Event sponsorship is
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they want events. What about the Radio
station reading this article that has
never created an in-store vendor program? Has never sent anon- spot invoice? Where the word recruitment still
means the business office is going to
post ajob notice for aposition at the
Radio station?

In the mid-' 80s we all read about
WMXJ-FM in Miami with the cover of
People magazine showing the folks that
got married in a supermarket from
GET ON ABOARD THE
meeting at one of their singles nights
NI3D TRAIN
at asupermarket promotion. Before thc
next issue, Radio stations jammed local
WPNT-AM Chicago reportedly
supermarkets setting up family nights,
grossed $ 1million on their SOCCER
and ahost of various themed evenings
SHOOTOUT event last year. Cost of
all paid for with manufacturers dollars.
sale? Who cares if it was even 50 perDon't see many of these anymore.
cent. The net was new and substantial
What happened? Where is Nabisco,
for an Adult Contemporary with about
Coca-Cola, M&M/Mars, Campbell's,
a2.5 share, 12+.
Dole, Procter & Gamble? Many of them
A station in LA in fiscal year '95
have downsized. Everyday Low Pricgrossed over $ 350,000 from aseries of
ing ( EDLP) has become astandard way
programs created for K-MART in
32 >
for products to
come to market
which has meant
less dollars at the
local level since
products are nearMAPPING SOFTWARE FOR RADIO SALESPEOPLE
ly stripped to the
Simple Sales Software with Built-in Arbitron Ratings that
Paints a Picture of Your Audience for Your Advertisers.
net with little or no
MapMAKER Client Sales Proapects Map
case allowance
Mapping Option
available. This is
why we have seen
ni
Neighborhoods
a shift in focus
With Your
Ii
Listeners
r
from local manuE
r
facturer sales repgualitative
resentatives to
E
brand managers,
✓
r
sales directors, and
r
rSo.
regional SMs.
r
Your
✓
A check ot
✓
Listeners
where invoices are
r
Inside the
r
being sent will
r
Trade Area
highlight the shift.
The clients are different too. Today,
inally, aSales Tool that answers the question; " How do Iget
it's Airwalk, Tron this buy?"
It's MapMAKER and it uses Arbitron's
jan, Bose, AT&T,
espondent level data to show prospective advertisers that
Tag- Heuer, Perriou have listeners where they have customers.
er, Ralston- Purina,
Call your Arbitron Representative for afree demo and
Merck, Black &
see how MapMAKER can work for you!
Decker, Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard,
ARBITRCiN
le[TECH].
Microsoft, 3M.
TEL: 212-887-1300
These manufacturers don't want to
spend against an
in-store program,

MapMAKER
My Audience

Competitor's Auoience
Clkini • Location(s)
RM. Categories

Clualitati. Category
Crty Names

Client's Prospects

Zip Population

la. Age ol Population

Housenolo income

M. Years Schooling

White Collar Workers
Collar Workers

S•rvice Workers

White Population
Population

Diaries per 111HH ( AIKT)

Charles per 11001 ( ETA,

1.1[2:•11111
Ymir- 1 y

0 1996 THE 01031111101,1COMPANY
A CERIDIAN CORPORATION

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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IS A
SPOT?"
If you have new
employees asking
that question, this
interactive program
is amust buy!
A quick and easy
program to help
entry-level
employees quickly
understand the
media sales industry.

Saving

= Saving

Developed by
Laurie Kahn and
the staff of
Rep Temps, Inc.

includes:
A Terminology
A Hierarchy Charts
A Chronology of a
Media Buy

Call
i

(312) 944-9194
for details!
'NA
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tition. It will take someone about one
year to develop amenu of opportunity
and to establish contacts with enough
4111 31
manufacturers who over the 12- month
time period will begin to take aserious
look at your programs and budget for
them.
As for consultants, you should exthe Lawn & Garden department. The
plore their services.
program featured various lawn & garden
Do you call your new business demanufacturers and included a 30/30
back to K- MART for promotion of partment adifferent name than the call
letters? Ihave always felt that the reatheir private label clothing line?
In Boston, The Sears eastern reson for aname was to make it easier to
gional office spent approximately get the appointment. As a Radio sta$146,000 on four programs. Only two
tion, more and more manufacturers are
stations ( back then) knew about how
becoming shy because the call letters
to get this funding.
say advertising and that isn't what we
In Cincinnati, one station conducts the appointment is about. In today's
abusiness- to- business program grosschange of ownership, a special name
ing almost $ 500,000 - nonspot. This might be agood idea now more than
gets us back to the explosion of revever before. Having aseparate shingle
enue channels or opportunity areas
is becoming more of the trend with dewhere new business development has
partments like ; Greystone Alliance,
begun to flourish. Areas like event marQuiet Storm Marketing, Retail Merketing, sponsorship, in-store incentive chandising Partnership, Alliance Retail
programs, redemption programs, reMarketing and Merchandising.
cruitment, nonspot, multi- media, inAs for the internal structure, I
teractive voice response, direct mail,
maintain that the optimum perforloyalty marketing ( card readers), datamance comes from astation that operbase marketing ( information retrieval
ates new business as a separate SBU
kiosks).
(Strategic Business Unit) with adirector
There was atime when Icould go answering directly to the GM. As for
to the Boston Garden and come out rehaving astaff of dedicated full timers or
membering the banners Isaw - Bruins,
have the entire Radio sales staff inCeltics. Today, Dunkin' Donuts, Budvolved? Ithink the jury is still out on
weiser, Auto Palace, Fleet Bank, Miller this one. Iam aware of success with
Lite, and 20 others. The college bowls
both structures. CAUTION: If you go
have been bought by OutBack, Tostithe dedicated full-time route, and only
tos, and others. Vendor in the '80s took employ one or two people, you should
place at the shelf. Today, it's ownership realize that your entire effort could
of the consumers lifestyle. Soccer, golf,
evaporate with the departure of those
pool, fitness clubs, concerts, festivals,
two individuals.
theater, NASCAR, art galleries, everyIs it all worth it? Like anything new,
where you find people, you'll find some stations have and some have not.
logos? It's not just about providing you This pertains to Web sites, lap tops for
an incentive at display to pick one salespeople, etc. Ithink you can depend
product over another, it's about winning on two things. One, the emergence of
aconsumer's desire to want the product super- groups within amarket will drive
long before they buy it? Transactional
the cost down of running an NBD deselling will never go away. But even the
partment and the second being that
standard transactional agency buy is a when the dust settles the best salespeonew business opportunity.
ple will end up with groups that offer
this type of revenue opportunity. à

INSIGHTS
If you don't have a NBD department or something like it at your
station, hire someone from the compe-

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

Bob Pedder, Jr. is director of the Greystone
Alliance, apromotional service to the manufacturing community. He may be reached at
617-254-1230.
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you working harder, longer
hours, and having less fun? Are
you under pressure to meet
unrealistic goals? Are you working without the
re

tools and resources you need? RADIO MK's
Eric Rhoads is hosting an open forum about the
changes in our industry and how they are
affecting you and your peers.You'll get the
opportunity to find out what others are also
experiencing and how they are responding to
these challenges and opportunities.

Please join us at one of these two
RADIO INK sessions at RAB.
Friday February 7th
4:oo PM
The Copenhagen Room

WO
havi

Saturday February 8th
4:oo PM
The Copenhagen Room

Radio Ink's Uti
Annual Radio
Wayne Awards
at RAB!
turday February
12115 PM
Marquis Bat

e
Stop by

RADIO INK

Booth # 12
to register!

RAD
INK

Radio's Premier Management
& Marketing Magazine

And the

NOMINEES
are

What is the Radio /nlc Radio I/
Wayne Award-?

The Selection Process
Each fall, nomination forms are published in Radio Ink. The list of nominees is

The Radio Wayne Awards are, perhaps,
the most unique awards in the Radio indus-

then sent to an independent panel of judges
which is comprised of prominent sales and
management consultants. Until the winners

try. They have special meaning because of
the nomination process. The awards were introduced six years ago by Radio Ink publisher
Eric Rhoads in response to years of frustration over industry awards that seemed only
to recognize the "good old boys." It was
Rhoads' impression that although these people were deserving of the recognition they
received, most would not be where they were
if it weren't for the people "on the street" sell-

are announced, the nominees don't know if
they have won.
Criteria for Selection
When Rhoads created these awards, he
intended for them to recognize excellence in
all areas of the industry, including: the promotion of the industry itself, the ability to
bring high quality to the marketplace, and
the demonstration and implementation of
strategies designed to improve the overall
perception of Radio as aprofessional industry and aprimary medium. Radio personnel
from any station in any size market in any

ing Radio, the people managing the salespeople and the people managing the stations.
How the Award got its Name
Rhoads searched for the name of aperson who exemplified the ideals he wanted to
encourage and recognize. He chose the
RAB's Wayne Cornus. Cornils is considere
to be "Mr. Radio" by those in the industry be
cause of his years of service to the RAB, his
earlier years of service to the NAB and hi
long, successful career in station management. He is loved and respected by everyone
and has spent his life in atireless effort to
promote Radio, often going above and beyond what was expected. Thus, the Radio
Wayne Award was born.
The first Radio Wayne Award was for
Best Overall Broadcaster ( now called Broadcaster of the Year). It was the Radio Wayne

34

country are encouraged to participate.
Rhoads is especially proud of the fact that
these awards are devoid of politics and are
not subject to the "good old boys" club.
Joining us to Honor Radio's Best
We encourage you to join us for the

Award. Over the years, Rhoads chose to cre-

Radio Ink Radio Wayne Awards at the RAB
Marketing Leadership Conference Saturday luncheon. We also encourage you to
read on and get to know the Radio Wayne

ate several categories of Radio Wayne
Awards, including: General Manager of the

Award finalists. These people are among the
best in our industry and, like Radio Wayne

Year, Sales Manager of the Year and Street
Fighter of the Year (AE).

himself, are making contributions above and
beyond the call of duty.

To subscribe coil 1-800.610-5771
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IBroadcaster of the Year 111

Edward K. Christian, President/ CEO,
Saga Communications, Inc.
Ed Christian is a " broadcaster's broad-

Philip J. Giordano, president, CEO,
COO and adirector of Calendar
Broadcasting, Inc.
A man of many titles, Phil Giordano is
adedicated broadcaster who has spent agood
portion of his Radio career in management
positions. He is also adecorated war veteran, father of two and acommunity activist.

caster." He has been apart of Radio for over
20 years. He started as an account executive
in Detroit and later worked as aNSM. He
then becarile Operating Parner of WCERAM/FM Charlotte, MI. It is said that when
he signed " every advertiser in town," he
thought there was nothing more to do and
"moved on."

Jay Hoker, president Radio Division,
Paxson Communications Corporation
As president of the Radio division at
Paxson Communications, Jay Hoker is responsible for 48 Radio stations, three state
news and information networks ( with 202
affiliates), three sports networks ( with 150
and Paxson's outdoor advertising ( 500 billboard faces). Prior to joining Paxson, he was
the president/owner of Hoker Broadcast-

William L. Stakelin, executive VP/ COO,
Regent Communications, Inc.

ing for seven years which owned six Radio
stations in Detroit, Kansas City, Cincinnati and Jacksonville.
Jeffrey H. Smulyan, chairman of the
board, Emmis Broadcasting Corporation
After operating two Radio stations, Jeff
Smulyan formed Emmis Broadcasting in
1980. Emmis, which owns eight Radio stations, was voted Most Respected Radio Company in 1988-89 in apoll of the industry's
CEOs. In 1995, Emmis became the first company to own top- rated stations in New York
and Los Angeles at the same time.
Jeffrey E. Trumper, presi-

.07 •
•4SMULYAN

dent/CEO, Trumper Communications
Jeff Trumper founded
Trumper Communications in
1986. Trumper Communications owns and operates nine
Radio stations. The company is fully duopolized with
two FMs and an AM in Salt
Lake City, and four FMs and
two AMs in Albuquerque.

LEE

•

Bill has spent 38 years in Radio. During
his career, he has worked as an announcer,
industry spokesperson and station owner.
Bill founded Apollo Radio in 1988, and the
company later merged with Regent Communications which now owns 21 stations.
Jerry Lee, president and co-owner,
WBEB-FM Philadelphia
Jerry Lee owns WBEB, atop- rated station in Philadelphia. He has made his station successful by focusing on public service
to his market and he has no plans to change.
WBEB was apioneer in using research with
its audience, not only for guidance in programming but also for the benefit of advertisers. Jerry Lee is credited with taking FM
Radio out of its "experimental, narrow interest" status and making it commercially viable.
Chris Lytle, seminar leader/trainer/
author, Chris Lytle and Associates/ The
AdVisory Board
When you think of Radio sales training,
you think of Chris Lytle. His vision, professionalism and tenacity have reshaped the
Radio industry. Chris has conducted more
than 1,300 seminars in 49 states, Canada,
France, Ireland and Great Britain. He has
also written correspondence courses which
have been completed around the world.
In 1995, Chris was recognized as a "Certified Speaking Professional" by the National
Speakers Association. There are only 271
Certified Speaking Professionals in the world,
and Chris is the only one in the Radio industry. Chris is also the author of How to be
Successful in Radio Sales ... Sooner.
David S. Gingold, president/C00, Barnstable Broadcasting, Inc.

110
14.
LYTLE

GINGOLD
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MILLER

As president and COO of Barnstable
Broadcasting, David Gingold has been an in-

To subscribe call 1.800-610-5771

Am.
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me
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GIORDANO

HOKER

TRUMPER

tegral part of the success of
one of the Radio industry's
top 50 broadcast companies. He maintains high
ethical standards, has credibility and integrity as a
proven broadcaster, and sets
the ultimate example for
his GMs.
1111
He allows his GMs to
11011111,
"run their own show." He is
available as a resource
rather than as aboss. David
STAKELIN
Gingold is also abroadcaster who commands respect from the top.
Dale B. Miller, president, West
Virginia Radio Corporation
Over the last 20 years, Dale Miller has
used his work ethic, ingenuity and love of
Radio to expand West Virginia Radio Corporation from two to 11 stations and
Metronews ( the 56- station state network).
Miller's day can range from closing amultimillion dollar agreement on anew station to
wiring aconsole in astudio he designed.
Miller sets aconstant example for his
employees by making the necessary investment of money and time to achieve broadcast excellence.
Clarke Brown, president Radio Division,
Jefferson- Pilot Communications
Information requested but none provided

I

General Manager
of the Year

g

Tony Salvadore, VP/GM KNBR-AM,
KFOG-FM, KFFG-FM San Francisco, CA
Tony Salvadore has been in the Radio
business for 29 years. During this time, he has
worked in Albany, Akron/Cleveland, Detroit
and Chicago, and San Francisco.
As GM of KNBR, the flagship station
of the San Francisco Giants and the Golden State Warriors, and KFOG, Tony and
his managers have made these stations the
number one billing combination in San Franciso for the past three years. As GM of KFOG
since 1983, he was instrumental in the ac-
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community and combines excellent selling and people skills. Her positive "can

•

do" attitude permeates her operation and
has helped boost her stations to clear market leadership.

FADAL

quistion of KNBR by Susque-

1
‘.

WEINER-SCHLOSS

hanna Radio Corporation
in 1989.
R.W. Skip Schmidt,
VP/GM KHVN-AM, KOAIFM, KRBV-FM Dallas, TX

Donna Fadal, VP/GM KEGL-FM
Fort Worth/Dallas, TX
Donna Fadal began her career in Radio
later than most. Through perseverence and
sheer talent, she was able to move through
the ranks quickly and occupy aposition that
amajority of women in the industry do not

Skip Schmidt has been in Radio for more
than 24 years and has worked as aGM for
more than 20 years in medium, large and major
markets: KRBQ-AM/FM Denver ;T.M. Companies Dallas ;KWTO-AM/FM Springfield,
MO ;and KOIL-AM, KEFM-FM Omaha.
Donna Baker, VP/GM KGMY-AM/FM,
KGBX-FM Springfield, MO
Donna Baker has built asolid team of
professional broadcasters at her soon- to- be,
four- station group in Springfield, MO. She
is involved in leadership positions in her

hold. After starting at KEGL, it was only a
decade before she became VP/GM — all this
from someone who started in Radio at $ 125
aweek.
Randy Merren, GM ZFZZ-FM Grand Cayman, B.W.I.
Grand Cayman's Radio industry has

In the years since then, his CHR/Hot
AC with alittle island splash format has dominated the air. He saw the need for adance
program, and now the Island swings on Friday nights. In anormally sleepy resort environment, Randy has pushed sales up higher
than anyone expected was possible.
Alice Bayliss, owner/GM KSMA-AM,
KSNI-FM Santa Maria, CA
Alice Bayliss comes from anontraditional broadcasting background. Her family could be considered a "broadcast family."
After her recovery from surviving anear
death accident that claimed the life of her
husband, she took on the responsibility of
managing KSMA and KSNI. While her recovery was difficult, she now runs ahighly
rated broadcasting operation. She is well
loved by her staff, and her dedication to
her job is admirable by any standard.

always been block formatted, government
broadcasting. Randy had adream when he was
16 years old to bring amore modern listening
choice to the island. By the time he turned 24,

Meg DeLone, VP/GM WBEB-FM
Philadelphia, PA
Meg DeLone was named VP/GM of

abrand new station was born — Z99.9.

WBEB in 1990. She was the first woman to

BARNSTABLE BROADCASTING. INC.
congratulates

DAVID S. GINGOLD

President/C00
on his nomination for the Radio Wayne Award as

BROADCASTER OF THE YEAR
'WO

Country 94.3
dirP•

'BOK«ff'
983Mo/
Lam laium.•lox Mewl

WGKX-FM
Memphis,TN

WHLI/WKJY-FM
Long Island, NY

Free
WGSM/WMJC-FM
WRCN-FM

92.5 KJeTY

B-103
1..rtg Island's Mae, 10 IN

STAR*98m,

KKSO/KJJY-FM
KRIM-FM

WSRR -FM
Memphis. TN

All Classic Rock
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Long Island. NY

Long Island, NY
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become GM of amajor Philadelphia Radio
station. And, Meg has only been in Radio
ashort time, since 1981. She has worked
as GSM, SM and an account manager. Before Radio, she was advertising.
In 1993, she was named one of 40
rising business leaders by The Philadelphia
Business Journal. Meg also served as president of the Philadelphia Radio Organization from 1993-94.
Shelly Salter, owner/GM WKKD-AM/FM
Chicago, WBEL-AM, WRWC-FM
Rockford, IL
Shelly is the owner/GM of stations
in two different areas of Illinois. She travels among cities taking care of finances,
staff, format and every other facet of Radio
ownership. She has taken her Rockford station from fourth to second in ratings ( Arbitron). Sales at the Rockford station are
up 33 percent from last year. Shelly is also

on Being Nominated for
General Manager of the Year

on the board of directors of the Illinois
Broadcast Association. She has apositive
attitude, knows how to foster team spirit
and encourage her staff.
Cindy Weiner-Schloss, VP/GM KMXBFM, KMZQ-FM Las Vegas, NV
Cindy has risen through the ranks of
Radio quickly. She started in sales at adaytime Country station and within six months,
she became the LSM for the AM and the
number one FM station in Rochester, New
York. Eighteen months later, she was named
SM and then GM of these stations.
After six years as GM, Cindy moved
to Albuquerque to manage two Country
stations. The stations were sold twice, and
in 1995, Cindy was transferred to Las Vegas.
The stations were then sold to American

WZZU

Radio Systems.
Charles Hillier, VP/GM
WKQX-FM Chicago, IL
Chuck Hillier joined
WKQX in 1988 when it
was acquired by Emmis
Broadcasting. Chuck and
his staff have built the sta-

Classic Hits

1039

1997 Radio Wayne Award

Sales Manager of
The Year
DeLONE

Congratulations on your
nomination from your
friends and colleagues
CLEAR CHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
FULLER
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tion from the ground up. WKQX has become adominant player in the market with
apioneering format. It is famous for its promotional savvy, terrific sound and welltrained sales staff.
Before working at WKQX, Chuck was
afounding member of lnterep's Hillier Newmark, Wechsler and Howard. He is the incoming president of Radio Broadcasters of
Chicagoland and the VP/Radio of the Illinois Broadcasters Association.
John Fuller, GM VVJJF-AM, WPJB-FM
Providence/Warwick/Pawtucket, RI

At the age of 15, John
used to hitchhike to do
weekend news on acollege
Radio station. He immediately loved Radio and at age
19, filed for his first Radio
station, WJJF, which he built on his family's farm. This station still broadcasts from
aconverted chicken coop.
At age 25, John was awarded alicense
for WPJB-FM serving Narragansett/Newport,
Rhode Island. And, in 1990, he bought and
established WBMW-FM in New London,
Connecticut. John believes that true corn-

Robert E.P. Elmer Ill
Sales Manager
WELV AM
THUNDER COUNTRY FM
Ellenville, NY

1997 RADIO WAYNE AWARD
SALES MANAGER OF THE
YEAR NOMINEE

Bob, Congratulations on your
well-deserved nomination!!!
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munity service is what Radio
is all about.
Ronna Fink-Woulfe,
Paxson Broadcasting
Miami, FL
In only two years, she's
taken anew operation with

STERIN

three stations to powerhouse with seven. She's apioneer in developing a
successful Radio duopoly.
Her strength and passion
SALTER
for the job runs off on the
more than 200 people working at Paxson
in Miami. She gains the respect and love
of her employees by recognizing talent
and putting driven "idea" people in places
where they'll make adifference.
Deborah Parenti, VP/GM American
Radio Systems Dayton, OH
She is amulti- faceted broadcast professional. Her experience in the business is
uncommonly diverse and remarkably extensive, including everything from promotion,
marketing and research to accounting, sales
and management. Energetic and dynamic,
she has acquired areputation as amotivator
and strong leader. Her "Radio First!" sales
team concept represents abold, innovative
approach to broadcast sales and her management structure has already become a
model for many others in the industry.

NEWS/TALK
1230 AM

Programming provided to these stations through local marketing agreements.

A

•

Jay Sterin, VCR-AM/FM Wilmington, DE
As GM of the highest rated AC Radio

division of Capstar Broadcasting Partners.

Proudly Congratulates
Jay Sterin, GM and Mid-Atlantic Regional President of WJBR AM/FM, Wilmington, Delaware

On His Nomination for GM of the Year!
s
8
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station in the U.S. and recently appointed
regional president of Commodore Media,
Jay exemplifies the Radio executive of the
'90s and beyond. He is highly motivated and
driven to succeed. Since taking over, WiBRAM and FM have experienced their most successful years to date in both ratings and
revenue. Jay not only works in the community via the Radio station but dedicates countless hours in outside community services
serving and advising on local boards of directors. Remarkably he does this while also
maintaining avery full home life with his
wife and two children who he spends every
available minute which is the sign of aquality individual.
Bob Roof GSM, VVDVE-FM/WXDX-FM
Pittsburgh, PA
l'or the last nine years Bob has been GM
of WDVE. Working together with agreat

staff Bob has built apowerhouse Rock sta-

Cheryl Esken, VVMVP-AM/VVLUP-AM

tion to the top of the ratings market in Amer-

Chicago, IL

ica's second oldest market. In 1995 after also
taking on WXDX-FM he strives to do the
same thing making WXDX one of the best
Alternative stations in the country. He is also
agreat family man, dedicated leader and
wonderful motivator.

g

Sales Manager of the Year /

In afast- paced world of changing formats and ever- rising revenue goals, Cheryl
Esken is that rare SM who consistently exceeds those goals without compromising her
enthusiasm for the business or for her people. By combining asense of urgency with a
sense of humor and an orientation toward
team achievement as well as personal
achievement Cheryl has earned both agreat

Diane Rahman, GSM WZZU-FM/WQOK-

respect and open affection from her staff of

FM Raleigh, NC
Diane Rahman is aI
5- year veteran of

15 sellers, five assistants and four managers.
She has built awinning tradition by com-

the Radio broadcast industry. She got her
start in Virginia Beach at WCMS-AM/FM.

municating clearly her expectations to those
around her, and then letting them know what

During her Il year tenure there she began
her fast paced ascent by developing her expertise in sales. Now at WZZU - FM and
WQOK she takes that expertise to the highest level In April of last year her staff recognized her for her "ability to exceed desired
goals in providing an intellectual atmosphere

can be expected from her and the company.

conducive to the stimulation and interchange
of ideas as well as her creative thinking and
problem solving ability and as being achallenging and inspiring manager."

How Sweet it Is!
Buzzbee, the B-101 mascot, congratulates the wonderful
staff at Philadelphia's WBEB who make it easy for
our executives to achieve great things. Well done, folks!

Cheryl Chambers, ZFZZ, Grand Cayman,
B.W.I.
Cheryl started out in Radio in the creative department. She soon added on- air personality to her resume, as co- host of
amorning show. From there she moved
into sales where she increased the billing
of her list by 50 percent and was recognized
for bringing in the most new business. Then
for adrastic change in climate, she went
to Grand Cayman. There she has employed her style of positive management
and her knowledge of sales to forge a
great sales team. She is amanager, trainer and motivator.
Julie Kahn, KNBR-AM/KFOG-FM,
San Francisco, CA
Julie's passion tor Radio is even
greater now than it was when she began
her career in broadcasting. The medium
continues to evoke the same aura of excitement and magnetism for her that it did
years ago. Her knowledge and commitment to exceptional performance in all
phases of the selling process is reflected in
the sales organization at KNBR and
KFOG. She epitomizes the finest qualities
of an extraordinary manager.
Brian Brown, WBEB-FM Philadelphia, PA
His expertise is diverse and his performance exceptional with the style and
SlICC CSS worthy of any sales manager.
Carey Davis, VP Sales Development,
CBS Radio Sales
In ayear when our industry changed
tremendously Carey has been riding the
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top of the rocket. As VP of sales development of the CBS Radio Group this long time

Robert Elmer, WTHN-FM Newburgh/
Middletown, NY

Westinghouse GSM became the first person
to represent both the former CBS stations
and the former Westinghouse stations together. Using his strong, personable sell-

Robert is atrue Radio professional who
will tell you himself that he is in Radio "by design not by accident." The passion he puts in
his work is contagious. He is not only asu-

ing style, astaff of sellers
excited by his vision and the
magic of so many famous call
letters he was able to bring

perb leader, he is also asuperb teacher. Other
managers in the company have been known
to come to have him work with and train their
new account managers. The meetings he leads

together the stations with a
number of " new to Radio"
clients committing multiple
millions of dollars to the new
group. It's not often that one

are informative, well organized and energized
by his enthusiasm and his strong and positive advice.

r
.,
Je
MAKI

SPARR

person gets to be the drum
major in abrand new parade.
Carey took that chance and
succeeded.

11
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Terry Mathis, SM, KCNR-AMKBEEFM/KENZ-FM Salt Lake City, UT
Terry has been in broadcast sales and
promotions since 1974. His calm demeanor
and smooth style creates anurturing, tutoring relationship among the sales, programming and promotion department.

it is under Bob Spares leadership that the
sales department turns in atruly incredible
performance. It's hard to imagine asales team
anywhere in the country that's been more effective. But with an effective leader such as
Bob Sparr, it shouldn't be any other way
Val Maki, WKQX-FM Chicago, IL
(Former Radio Wayne Recipient)
Val is a professional who has devoted
her time and energy to doing the best job possible for herself, her staff and her company.
Bob Freeman, KKCS-FM Colorado
Springs, CO
Lynn O'Connell, WRKO-AM Boston, MA
Greg Janoff, WINS- AM New York, NY
Information requested but none provided

I

Street Fighter of the Year'

WGN has maintained its position as

Susie Warren, KGMY-AM/FM
Springfield, MO
Susie started at KWTO AM/FM prac-

the top revenue producer in the country and

ticing her unique skills of climbing aggres-

Bob Sparr, director of sales, WGN-AM
Chicago, IL

Congratulations!
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ple of what atrue street fighter is.

ALTMAN

RAPP-RUSSELL

BONSELL

sive sales ability with aservice style which sets the standard for her clients. Susie's
follow through on promoMORRIS

tional events, station details
and client's needs sets ahigh
example for the entire organization. She is highly regarded as ateam leader and is
looked upon as setting outstanding standards for the
Springfield market.

Trey Morris, KLTY-FM Dallas, TX
Tre) spresentation style and selling
strategies are very strong. He recently was
selling his station (# 14) and got afive- station buy. His devotion to the job and Radio
irt general provides us with ashining exam-

1

9

9

7

Kevin Altman, WKKD-AM Chicago, IL
Kevin is new to Radio sales but has made
abig impact already. He came to the industry
with asales background of nine years in retail. Taking what he knew about selling tangibles, he started learning about selling the
intangible "air time." Very quickly his sales
began to grow. His dedication to learning
has paid off and he soon became the station's
top biller.
Julie Rapp Russell, WMBD-AM/WMXP-FM
Peoria, IL
Picture your own idea of the perfect
Radio sales rep and you have Julie Russell.
Time after time Julie would take an account
that was new, ignored by others or just plain
under- performing and nurture it into atop
biller. She uses every benefit the station
can provide. The clients know about everything the station is doing and what the benefits are too them. Their business grows
because Julie is their rep and they know it.

Jessica Bonsell, WJET-FM Erie, PA
Her 100 percent belief in the medium
and her persistence in the wake of complete
staff turnover and revenue losses makes her a
great street fighter. She strategically prepares
for every day allowing time for service, development of ideas an prospecting. She performs
every task at an above average or an outstanding level. An eternally optimistic person, Jessica has no time for obstacles, she simply
defines the situation and then proceeds to
offer solutions in achieving the end result.
Rick Langhammer, KSSN-FM/KMVK-FM
Little Rock, AR
He could be more aptly known as " 1997
Operation Radio- active." His Radio sales for
the past three years has totaled more than the
entire local sales staff of 15 of the 23 Radio
stations listed in the Little Rock Arbitron market Report. He's on time for sales meetings,
he double checks his orders, commission
statements and all paper work. Rick is noted
for his dogged determination to ensure that
every detail of aclient's involvement with the

NOMINEE

Radio Wayne 'sBroadcaster of the Year
Congratulations from the Staff of

West Virginia
Radio Corporation

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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Radio stations is handled
professionally from production to promotions.
LANGHAMMER

RED
' LOW

Kelli McGee, WZTA-FM
Miami, FL
Kelli sets apositive example as representative for
Radio by measuring her own
personal success in terms of

e
iatWould You Pay To
Have All These Great Minds on
Your Team?

the success she can create
for others. Kelli sets the

benchmark for service and quality in the
Miami market by refusing to accept anything
less than the highest level of customer satisfaction. To achieve that level, she must coordinate the efforts of all departments at that
station and any and all promotion partners.
Carrie Deane Pedlow, WRVQ-FM
Richmond, VA
There are very few reps who make the
job easier and Carrie is one of them. She
shows new and different ideas to make better
use of her station and helps to make the advertiser's idea even better. Input and teamwork make all the difference in asuccessful
campaign and more than anything else, Carrie delivers success in the use of her station.
When she says she's going to do something,

Chris Lytle
Sales

Dr. Phillip LeNoble
Sales

lac. 110.

Ken Greenwood
Sa I
FS

Imagine having all the TOP MINDS in the Radio industry advising you and your Radio
stations. Radio Ink provides you with the BEST the Radio industry has to offer. Every issue is
packed with great ideas from people who are paid THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS as consultants. Only $ 125 ayear gives you ideas you can use
right away from every bi-weeldv issue. That's why Radio Ink is the
leading management publication in Radio.
Call today to subscribe and put the industry's best minds to work for you.
800-410-5771
Out of the US, call 561-655-S778 • email: Radiolnkeaol.com
Radio's Premier Management & Marketing Magazine
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she does it.
Jay Levin, KIDD-AM/KWAV-FM
Monterey/Santa Cruz, CA
Jay's daily standards of integrity are evident in his outstanding sales performance,
his sincere commitment and dedication to
his clients and his overall spirit of cooperation with his coworkers. Jay continues to
play an important role in keeping our two
stations synonymous with excellence in the
mind of our advertisers.
His accomplishments in 1996 set apositive example of him as an
award-winning representa-

KNBR 68
LW SPORTS

LEADER

KFOG
104.5 97.7

TONY SALVADORE

JULIE KAHN

Mce President/General Manager
General Manager of the Year Nominee

Director of Sales
Sales Manager of the Year Nominee

C

ongratulations to two of our finest
from your proud friends and

tive of Radio.
Jamie Potash, WGN-AM
Chicago, IL (photo)
Peter Feinstein, KNIXFM Phoenix, AZ

colleagues on your 1997 Radio
Wayne Award Nominations!

Robin Daugherty,
WKQX-FM Chicago, IL
Information requested
none provided

Susquehanna Radio Corp.
WARREN
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• HELP WANTED SALES
KGFY, HOT NEW COUNTRY FORMAT Stillwater, OK - home of the Oklahoma State
University Cowboys- is expanding and looking
for two experienced broadcast salespeople.
Good lists - $ 1,200 per month starting with
excellent bonus package. Ownership is currently building another station in the market. Send
resume with references to 217 1/2 South Washington, Stillwater, OK 74074. Questions
405-372-6000.
DIRECTOR OF SALES: Forever Broadcasting is
offering aground floor opportunity to the right
person. We're seeking an innovator, not an
implementer, to head our Central Pennsylvania
sales effort. Forever is agrowing group specializing in medium-small markets. If you can
motivate, teach, develop customer loyalty &
create buying ideas, we want you to grow with
us. Management experience a must. Send confidential resume with cover letter and
references immediately to: Carol Logan, PO
Box 2005 Altoona, PA 16603 or Fax (814)9461222 EOE.
PAXSON COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
FLORIDA PANHANDLE DIVISION
Paxson Communications Corporation is seeking qualified applicants for immediate sales
openings in Pensacola, Panama City & Tallahassee, Florida. Openings include a Director
of Sales position in Panama City, Local Sales
Manager in Pensacola, and Account Representative positions in all three markets. Paxson Communications is Florida's largest and
most progressive radio broadcasting company. Extensive training, great benefits, and exceptional compensation programs
await
you, along with the Florida lifestyle. Management positions require a background in recruiting, hiring, training, and leading high
performance sales staffs. Please respond to
David Coppock, Vice President of Radio, PO
Box 2788, Pensacola, FL 32513, or fax 904 433-7107, or contact can be made at RAB
'97 in Atlanta, GA. Paxson Communications
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE - Albuquerque market/
booming Southwest, experience necessary - benefits, 401K. Fax resume to GSM, 1-505-262-9211.
RADIO SALES MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY!
Interested in moving up with agrowing company? Want to work and live on the beautiful
Northern California coast? Leading radio company in Sonoma County seeks growth- oriented
individuals with strong leadership and relationship building skills. 2+ years sales management or 5+ years business building sales
history. Call Neysa Hinton, Results Radio of
Sonoma at 707-584-1058 and fax resume
707 -584'7944 EOE -M/F.
LOVE RADIO BUT TIRED OF THE EFFECTS OF
CONSOLIDATION? Industry- related vendor is
seeking a professional, experienced radio SM
to be director of sales. Must be driven, excited
and able to hit realistic goals every month.
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Requires relocation to warm climate near
ocean. Excellent next step for an LSM, NSM,
GSM who wants to stay around radio without
being in radio. Resume to Blind Box: 701.

•WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

GENERAL SALES MANAGERS AND STRONG
SALESPERSONS needed for future growth. Fax
resumes to Jeff Sleete, Sinclair Communications, Inc. 410-662-5678 EOE.

(907) 456-3419 ph/fax.

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Out of service broadcast gear; compressors,
limiters, mics, etc. Tube or newer. Mike States

NEED NEW CALL LETTERS?
LIST OF ALL AVAILABLE CALLS
PLUS ANY 2- LETTER COMBO
CENTER FOR
RADIO INFORMATION
(800) 359 -98 98

PINNACL E
BROOCASTING
CO./I:ANY, INC.
Pinnacle Broadcasting is looking for General
Managers and General Sales Managers for
stations being acquired in 1997. Managers
must be sales oriented and have documented track record. If you're interested in
working for a growing broadcast company,
send your resume to:
Edward J. Ferreri, President/CFO,
Pinnacle Broadcasting Company Inc.,
2505 N. Hwy 360, Ste. 620,
Grand Prairie, TX 75050.
Pinnacle Broadcasting is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

la HELP WANTED SALES
Expanding private broadcast company with
music and newstalk stations seeks to hire
experienced people with strong backgrounds
in sales, traffic and sales management. Opportunities available in the Colorado Rocky
Mountains and Napa Valley, CA. Fax resume, in
confidence, to Moss Entertainment Corp., Attn:
Jack Maley, Fax# 970-925-1142 or call Doreen
to set up an appointment at the RAB in
Atlanta, Phone 970-925-5776.

MSITUATION WANTED

YELLOW INKTM
COLLECTION CONSULTANTS
Szabo Associates, Inc.
404-266-2464
Media Collection Professionals. Local, National
and International Receivables. No other offers
you so many value-added services.

COPYWRITING
The "Copy Cat"
901 -754 -5565
FAX-inating, Award- winning! When " no one else
can do." FAST! ALL BUDGETS! GUARANTEED!
sally@netten.net

COPYWRITING/PRODUCTION

DINI11:01E:111110214T11»1:1:4i
TRY PERSUASIVE CREATIVE!

WE MAKE MONEY FOR RADIO STATIONS
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1. Ask GM why the only thing lower than oar billing
rank is his golf handicap!
2. Find out why PD parks his BMW in my parking stall!
3. Put positive spin on 19th down book in arow!
4. Find out how PD affords BMW on his salary!
5. Find out how SM won her own sales contest!
6. Post bail for zany morning team!
1. Find out how track star got in Dash for Cash finals!
Things out of Control?
If your company could use a
dynamic leader lets talk!

II yet, salespeople are sitting in front of computers
trying to write copg they're not out selling. We can
help with persuasive copy wMtin 24 hours and superior production in 48. Arm your salespeople with
the toots to succeed. Contact MI flowers.

207.583.9911
207.583-2328 fax

Urbanwild

E-MAIL ADDRESS: urbnwild@megalink.net
Flying Pig Creative Services

814-667-3444

Powerful copy, digital production. Male/Female
voice, fast service, 25 years experience.

BOB SALMON 209-572-3814

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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FINANCIAL/BROKERS
Gary Stevens & Co.

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

203-966-6465

America's leading independent radio broker.
FaX 203 -966-6522

Media Services Group, Inc.
904-2 E
15
-3
239
Brokerage, Valuations, Financial Services, Asset
Management and
Reed.

PRODUCTION

Due Diligence. George R.

Inexpensive Prizes That Work! English, Ethnic,
Rock, EZ, Classical. Free help with the art. We
ship direct to your prize winners. Promotion
Factory, Morroe NC 800-277-0031. Gorgeous
screen printing and embroidering.

Satterfield & Perry, Inc.

Radio
Estato

CAPS — SHIRTS — BANDANNAS — TOWELS

303-239-6670

Media Brokers, Consultants and FDIC Approved

•Complete Production
Via ISPN
•Production Music

Appraisers — nationwide. Fax: 303-231-9562.

•News/Talk Packages
FINANCING

For A FREE DEMO. call

800 GOT- NU MS
EUIPMENT FINANCING
Fast approval
All types of equipment
Easy to qualify
Long term leases — fixed rates

SPOTS ON THE NET
We can write them. We can record them.
And we can deliver the finished prod action
to your radio station the next day

FIRST UNITED FUNDING
800-964-3525

INFLADABLE IMAGES ...

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

RESERVE YOUR MARKET TODAY
The 1997 Goalline Guide
Your Listener's guide to NFL, NCAA and local
football
For More Information Call 719 -634 -1593
GOWDY SPORTS GUIDES
E- Mail: sportsguy©codenetnet

Attract attention to your station events
with acustomized giant
inflatable. Perfect for your next BIG
promotion! Blow up your mascot or
create your own shape and event.
Contact: Lenny Freed
(330) 273-3200 ext 137
INFLADABLE IMAGE INDUSTRIES
Interstate Parkway. Brunswick, Ohio 44212

"SCRATCH 81 WIN CAMPAIGNS"
•Increase Sales, Take SSS from Print!
•Bump COME/Spike TSL
•Really Liquidate Costs!
Look at the Revenue & Prizes Stations have sold ...

Creative
Media
Management, Inc.
1000 Belcher Rd. S., Suite 10
Largo, FL 33771-3307

(813) 536-9450
rmal411

KGGI-FM / Riverside j10x cost + aCar
WBYT-FM : S. Bend / 5x cost + aCar
KXTJ-FM ; Houston 4x cost + aCar
WDEN-FM Macon / 6.5x cost + aCar
WQHK-FM / Ft. Wayne / 4x cost + aCar
WJJS-FM / Roanoke / 4x cost + aCar
WLWI-FM / Montgomery / 5x cost + aCar
Call tor market exclusive
auailabilities tor Spring and Summer
or check out our NEW home page!

(210) 494-6170 • ( 210) 494-7180 fax
4i

Martin Marketing
(E-mall addtess) MartinMktg@aol.com or
www.webcreations.com/martin

Call Denise Wotan at
RADIO INK — FEBRUARY 3, 1997

561-655-8778

to place your ad

To sub,cribe call 1-800-610-5771

Call: 616- 34z- 07n

SERVICES
Skywatch Weather Center
80o-759-9282
Rain or shine, here's a custom- formatted, personalized and localized weather forecasting system your audience will stay tuned for every day.

AD INDEX

Fax: 330-273-3212
2880

over the Internet
And all at a great price!
E- Mail: fastspot@freeway.net

or for

Barnstable Broadcasting
Broadcast Programming
Clear Channel WQ0K/WZZU
Commodore Media
Compute(
Comex Ccrporation
Dave Gifford International
Enco Systens
Gowdy Printcraft Press
Lontos Sales & Motivation
Meech]
Media Venture Partners
NAB
Paxson Communications
Pirhana
Prime Sports Network
RAB
Revenue Development Systems
Rep -emps
Resu.ts Marketing
Salter Broadcasting
Scott Studios
Shane Media Services
SJS Entertainment
Strauss Media
Susquehanna
Tapscan
The Tape Source
Trumper Communications
WBEB
West Virginia Radio Corporation
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

11

•It

Charts and Measures

"So if you look at this chart here it's ... wait ... this is upside
down!" Not exactly the conversation that transpired in 1947
during this mesmerizing demonstration of audience measurement tests by it's creator Horace Schwerin to the National
Broadcasting Company. Check out the dude pretending to be
interested with the pen in his mouth. He's thinking, " Hmm,

ed.) Send them to, "BLAST" do Radio Ink
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3AIMED AUDIERGES - SAME PROGRAM

ND LIS YOUR OW

12:2o. When the hell is lunch?"

O

ur remote gear is so easy to operate,
even your least experienced talent

be happy
because he won't have to babysit every
remote and this can save you money.
Your Program Director will be happy
because his remotes sound great and
this can make you money. So for studioquality, two-way audio on plain phone
lines ( HotLine POTS codec) or on ISDN
(Nexus ISDN codec), call Comrex.
There's no better way to go on remote!

can use it. Your engineer will
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Call us for details

800-237-1776
http://www.comrex.com
COMREX Corporation, 65 Nonset Path,
Acton, MA 01720 USA
Tel: 508-263-1800 Fax: 508-635-0401
Email: info@comrex.com
Fax-on- Demand: 508-264-9973
Toll- free: 800-237-1776 in North America
or 0-800-96-2093 in the U.K.
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To subscribe call 1.800-610-S771
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STOP Wishing Your Sales
Would Go Up!
Do Something About it NOW!
none week, this video course will have your newly
t
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my sales have increases 700°O. In only
four months I went from billing 42 ,00 0
a

mo rrion+.h. 1 heard
nth to 415,00 0 a

your session
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hired salespeople selling professionally and making sales daily. Your "pros" productivity will soar.
The course permanently allows for space repetition
learning for dramatic results. Cut down your turnover.
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11%evin Altman,
Salter broadc.asting,
Rurora, 11.. ( 630) S98-1580

Pam Lentos is atop
broadcast sales trainer.
Former vice president ot
Shamrock, she raised sales 500% in one year
after adecline in ratings.
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How valuable do you think it is
for your staff to learn:
•How to get to the top decision maker
•How to use questioning to get prospects to buy
•What benefit selling really is
•How to eliminate objections before they start
•How to use trial closes

Think about it! This is what you wanted them to
know before you hired them. If your billing isn't
where you want it, order this course now!

SALES & MOTIVATION, INC.
P.O. Box 617553 • Orlando, FL 32861
(4 0 7 )

2 9 9 - 6 12 8

Fax ( 4 0 7 )

2 9 9 - 2 16 6

ind what you're
looking for!

QualiTAP 2000
You know it's out there. Somewhere. The qualitative story for your station that will get you into this client's buy. But you've
got to find it quickly, and be able to present it with style and clarity. Meet QualiTAP 2000, the Windows-based system that
delivers the full value of just about any qualitative survey you can buy, including Media Audit
Scarborough, Simmons, MRI, and many more.
U.1.1
a.orre.p..
QualiTAP 2000 offers huge advantages over other systems, including the best presentation
quality in the industry. And it's from TAPSCAN, the world leader in media software.

•Boardroom- quality Reports -

prepare complete, desktop-published
presentations with aclick of the mouse. Customize them with your logo,
if you like. They're clear, concise, powerful and persuasive.

•Fully integrates with TAPSCAN 2000 -

our
industry- standard ratings system, including its advanced
scheduling capabilities and connection to your traffic system.

•Preview your entire presentation on- screen
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with QualiTAP 2000's instant Print Preview feature.
QualiTAP 2000 is the newest component of TAPSCAN 2000,
Radio's most powerful sales and marketing system. It's
Windows- based, and now in use by thousands of media
professionals.

• Call 1-800-TAPSCAN for the full story.
Quail -I
-AP and TAPSCAN are trade marks at TAPSCAN. Inc. UPSCAN is a registered mark of T PSCAN
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Win ows is a trade mark of Microsoft.
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TAPSCAN, Inc. • 3000 Riverchase Galleria • Eighth Floor • Birmingham, AL 35244 • ( 205) 987-7456

